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Preface

WHILE THE YEAR OF ORT's founding in 1880 may seem as
distant as the Middle Ages, this is not primarily because of
the wide gulf of time since that date, but rather because of
the intensity of the events that filled them. At every stage of
the long journey from then to now, at each turn of the
wheel that confronted Jews with new oppressions, new
disasters, new tests of survival capacity, ORT was present
as a source of strength and reconstruction.

Under the harshest of circumstances and in
many countries on several continents, this organization that
originated in Czarist Russia established diverse programs
that went beyond immediate relief to the root needs of
economic survival. The history of ORT is completely
intertwined with the history of Jewish life during this
period.

The following review is not intended as a
substitute for a history of ORT, which is still to be written,
but as a description of some of the main trends in its
development.

Originally prepared for the 80th Anniversary of
ORT in 1960, this booklet was extensively revised for the
second printing in 1965. The present edition, prepared for
the 90th Anniversary of ORT in 1970, was completely
rewritten. The early sections were enlarged to include new
historic material, which in turn, has required revision of
emphases throughout.

The closing sections describe a program that is
nine decades removed in time from its origins, yet is still
evolving as a force for Jewish modernization, still adapting
to the ever-changing patterns of Jewish life.
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The Founding of ORT

FOR THE GREAT MASS of Jews who lived in Russia in the last
century, hunger and poverty were the conditions of daily
existence. Superimposed on this physical misery was a
whole mass of political, economic and legal restrictions.
More than five million Jews lived in the Czarist Empire
before the close of the eighteen hundreds, a population as
large as the American Jewish community today.

All but some 200,000 were compelled to live in
the Pale of Settlement—the west Russian provinces that
stretched from the Baltic to the Crimea. The historian, Salo
W. Baron, notes that " The Pale offered a permanent
obstacle to internal Jewish migrations. Even the two
capitals, which undoubtedly would have attracted a very
substantial number of Jews, not only rigidly restricted their
admission, but also frequently saw police stage raids on the
few settlers who had secured entry in one way or another. "

In what was predominantly an agrarian society,
only a small number of Jews tilled the soil. In the May Laws
of 1882, Czar Alexander III forbade Jews absolutely from
acquiring rural property of any kind. Legal and traditional
discriminations handicapped the Jew in the practice of
many crafts. Of those engaged in handicrafts, according to
a report of 1905, half were shoemakers or tailors.

In the classic study of the culture of the shtetl,
Life Is With People, the authors observe:

" The limitations on means of earning a
livelihood have been imposed from without by a long series
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of government edicts dating back to the Middle Ages.
Differing at different times and places, sometimes stren-
uously enforced, sometimes temporarily disregarded, their
joint effect had been to prohibit the Jews of Eastern Europe
from owning and operating the sources of raw materials,
from free travel and from residence in large cities and on
the land. "

The great majority were crowded into the towns
and villages of the Pale, where they were forced into
marginal occupations. Most were engaged in petty com-
merce, peddling or inn-keeping, the so-called Luftmenschen.
Of all tradesmen in the Pale in 1897, 72 percent were Jews.

Many who were listed for statistical purposes as
" merchants " were in fact itinerant peddlers who wandered
over the roads and valleys, their packs on their backs. Isaac
Meier Dick, who is regarded as the founder of Yiddish
literature, vividly portrays this activity and its impoverish-
ment of home and village life:

" The hamlet looks dead dui ing the whole week.
It has the semblance of gynocracy, a kingdom inhabited
only by women. Men spend the week until Friday in the
country. They wander from village to village and court to
court with all sorts of notions, which they exchange for
flax, linseed, rabbits and calf skins, hog bristles and
feathers. They sell their purchases to the rich man of the
community. In the hamlet itself, remain only women,
children, communal officials, students and a few batlanim
(unemployed men). "

" Rich or poor, peddlers or artisans, their
livelihood was drawn from the marketplace. Most of the
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marketplace was occupied by peddlers, hangers-on, paro-

dies of commission men, women with a basketful of eggs or

a bundle of old clothes, " writes Maurice Samuel,

describing Sholom Aleichem's Kasrilevska.

A report from Bessarabia reads: " They live

huddled together in nooks and lanes amidst startling

poverty. They toil hard for a living so scanty that a herring

and a slice of onion is considered the tiptop of luxury and

prosperity. There are scores of watchmakers in small towns

where the town-folk, as a rule, have no watches.

Competition among artisans cuts down their earnings to the

limit of base subsistence. "

Competition was so severe that in the town of

Uman, it is recorded, a would be purchaser of a suit found

himself surrounded by five Jewish tailors vying to take his

measurements and undercutting each other's prices. With

the emergence of the factory system, many were driven to

the wall. By the middle of the 18th Century, the Jewish

masses had been reduced to increasing pauperization.

New Thought, New Hope
Despite these circumstances, and although no great change

was effected, new hope was engendered during the reign of

Alexander II (1855-81). A more liberal political climate

seemed to ease some of the harshest restrictions. In 1865, a

decree authoiized First Guild Jewish merchants, university

graduates and skilled artisans to leave the Pale to settle in

other parts of the country. Assisting artisans to take

advantage of this decree later became one of the

motivations for the founding of ORT.
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Even more significant was the emergence or an
intellectual renaissance within Jewry itself. The same fresh
wind from the West that carried the seeds of' the industrial
revolution also bore the ideas of 19th century European
liberalism. This period witnessed what was probably the
beginning of modern Hebrew literature. In the seventies a
vibrant vernacular literature arose in Yiddish, which
quickly entered its Golden Age of giants—Mendele. Peretz
and Sholom Aleichem. Toward the close of the century,
Zionism and Jewish socialism emerged as popular move-
ments.

The way for these later developments was paved
by a new Jewish intelligentsia. Wh ich rejected the narrow
parochialism of the sided, with its superstitions and other-
worldliness. In its place, the maskahn, the protagonists of
the Haskala or Enlightenment, proclaimed a secular
humanism. The goal was regeneration, emancipation of the
Jew from the retarding habits and mentality of the past no
less than from economic marginalism and legal disabilities.
The twin watchwords of the Ilaskala were rationalist
education and " productivisation."

It was widely understood that no serious
transformation in the Jewish condition was possible without
changing the nature of Jewish economic activity. The
historian, Oscar Handlin, in describing the currents of
change that swept across the community at this time,
records: " There was a demand for \ ocational education
that would prepare youth for the modern world more
adequately than thc cheder or the yeshiva.

Some isolated steps had been taken. As early as
the 1840's, for example, a number of handicraft schools
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had been organized in several communities. But it was the
founding of ORT that first created a general organization
for the economic rehabilitation of Russian Jewry.

The Beginning
ON FEBRUARY 19, 1880, Samuel Poliakov, whose achieve-
ments in Russian economic development, particularly as a
railroad builder, gave him a high place in governmental
esteem, addressed a petition to Czar Alexander II, on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of his reign, requesting
authority to create a fund to aid needy Jews. Permission
was granted on March 22nd.

On April 10th, a " circular letter " was sent to
communities throughout Russia announcing the establish-
ment of the new fund. This letter may be considered the
founding document of ORT. The signers in addition to Mr.
Poliakov, were Baron Horace 0. Gunzburg, A. I. Zak,
L. M. Rosenthal and M. P. Friedland.

" The undersigned consider, " the letter de-
clared, " that among the numerous needs of the mass of
our co-religionists in Russia, the first place is occupied by
the needs of the artisanal and agricultural occupations.
Nothing in fact could better ameliorate the position of the
mass of our co-religionists than a thorough and systematic
development among that mass of artisanal and agricultural
occupations. "

Having set forth their purpose, the signers then
indicated how this was to be implemented:

" The most generally useful work which could
be achieved, would consist in the creation of a fund, the
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income from which could be used to aid in further
development of already existing trade schools for Jews. For
assistance towards the opening of new trade schools, for
facilitating the movement of artisans from one place to
another, and for assistance to Jewish agricultural colonies,
the founding of such colonies, model farms and agricultural
schools. "

The founders recognized the importance of a
popular effort. The letter declared: " The participation of as
large a number of people as possible is extremely dear to us
and the gift of a ruble by a poor man is not less dear to us
than the donations of tens of thousands. - And indeed,
although Samuel Poliakov contributed 25,000 rubles, the
hulk of the contributions was in small amounts.

Popular Responsc
THE RECEPTIVITY OF RUSSIAN Jewry to the ideas enunciated
was indicated by the response. A newspaper of the time
hailed the project as " a comprehensive and radical relief
program for all Russian Jewry. - In a matter of two
months, 12,457 donors in 40 towns and villages had sent in
204,000 rubles. 92 percent of the donors were of' very
modest means.

Eventually, the amount received totalled 500,000
rubles from 30,000 contributors. The first reconstruction
fund of the Jewish people thus came into being.

The government authorized a provisional corn-
mittee to administer the fund and prepare the statute; For a
" Society for the Promotion of Handicrafts, Industry and
.Agriculture Among Jews -, in Russian " Obschestvo
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Remeslenovo i zemledelcheskovo Trouda ", from which the
ORT acronym is derived.

The committee came into existence formally in
November 1880, under the chairmanship of Mr. Poliakov.
Its guiding spirit was Professor N. J. Bakst. It included
many of the most eminent names in Russian Jewry—Baron
Gunzburg, A. I. Zak, L. M. Rosenthal, M. P. Fi iedland,
E. Bank, A. Warshawski, J. Halpern, Rabbi Drabkin and
J. Kaufman. Later, representatives from Moscow, Zhitomir,
Kiev and other Jewish centers were added.

The committee adopted a comprehensive pro-
gram, but events were to frustrate and limit its activities.
The assassination of Alexander II and the accession to the
throne of Alexander III the following year, at one stroke
eradicated the timid liberal measures of his predecessor and
drastically altered state policy toward the Jews.

A series of bloody pogroms swept southern
Russia in the spring of 1881. The fear and terror that
descended gave impulse to the early aliyahs to Palestine and
to that vast migration from Eastern Europe which
eventuated in the present Jewish communities of the
Americas and other regions.

The climate of dashed hopes and new fears was
documented in the newspaper, Russki Yevrey on September
22, 1882:

" Not so long ago, a year and a half at most, we
often mentioned in these columns the noble effort on behalf
of the poor Jewish masses ... The evolution of ORT was
slow but constant. It was helped by an influx of funds, of
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power and energy, indispensable for development of its
future activity. And now, in so short a time, everything is
changed. Pogroms have broken out, a vast emigration has
commenced and to cap it all, there are those well-known
decrees which in a way are a corollary of the pogroms ...
which have destroyed the bases of existence of thousands of
families ...

Kinds of Help
IT IS REMARKABLE THAT despite all this and within the limits
allowed. ORT persisted. Aid was given to individual
craftsmen to move out of the Pale, loans were made to
artisans for purchases of equipment, subsidies were granted
to trade schools and vocational courses were established.
Trade classes were instituted in religious schools, and
scholarships were granted to students to attend technical
and agricultural institutes.

It was not, however-, until 1906 that the work
could be broadened.

Despite all the handicaps under which it
worked, the committee had succeeded in keeping alive the
idea of a society for the promotion of Jewish vocational
modernization. It had done more. It had collected and
distributed large sums to further this purpose.

According to a study made in St. Petersburg in
1902 by the Jewish Colonization Association, the Provisional
Committee, during its first twenty years, aided 11,869
vocational students and apprentices, and 3,665 farmers in
approximately 100 localities, helped move 261 families of
craftsmen out of the Pale, and provided funds for tools to
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1,709 artisans. The committee had also subsidized fifty

classes in manual training in communal schools, with 2,369

youngsters.

The study recommended that JCA grant the

Provisional Committee an annual subsidy of 18,120 rubles

for three years, in the words or the JCA survey: " A

modest sum, especially if we consider the unique character

of the endeavor for which it is intended, and the scope of

this endeavor's diversified activity covering all of Russia. "

Income of the Provisional Committee between

1880 and 1906 amounted to, 1,132,220 rubles, a large sum

for the time. To promote artisanship, the committee

distributed 266,673 rubles. For vocational training it made

grants totalling 302,233 rubles. For aid to Jews in farming,

it gave 144.951 rubles. Another 49,625 was spent for

organizational purposes. Altogether, the committee expend-

ed 703,489 rubles. The balance of 428,731 rubles was

transferred to the Society in 1906 and became its initial

working capital.
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Scope is Broadened, 1906-1914

THE REVOLUTION OF 1905 was one of the pivotal events of
Russian history, a prelude to the upheaval that was to
follow twelve years later. Yet, while the political climate
was liberalized, conditions did not greatly improve.

The shtetl was fast disappearing as more and
more Jews crushed into the cities. The beginnings of
industrialization was producing a Jewish proletariat and a
mass artisan class whose work methods were usually as
inefficient as their incomes were meager. Traditional " luft "
occupations became less and less tenable and merchants by
the thousands were driven to the wall.

The political reforms which the Revolution
wrenched from the Czar, nevertheless, legalized the
establishment of organizations and permitted their function-
ing with some degree of normalcy.

A New Beginning
THE ORIGINAL APPROVAL for establishment of the provision-
al ORT committee by the Minister of Interior in 1880 had
stipulated that " the first General Assembly shall be
convened after the approval of the Society's statutes. "

ORT finally received a charter of organization
from the government in 1906 which enabled it to formulate
its rules. The first General Assembly was held on December 3,
1906. The program adopted a plan to establish a general
membership, hold public meetings, elect officers and in
other ways operate on a regular organizational basis.
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As a result, many young elements were attract-

ed. among them Leon Bramson, who later became the

prime mover in the founding of the World ORT Union.

and was one if its leading personalities until his death in

Marseilles in 1941.

4-he revamped organization adopted a more

dynamic and broader outlook. Its orientation was re-

directed toward community projects. although individual

aid was continued. The first systematic survevs were made

to determine actual conditions in various trades and

localities. Information on market conditions and employ-

ment opportunities was published.

Steps were taken to modernize and improve the

quality of Jewish labor. An extensive program of vocational

courses for apprentices was sponsored. Other courses were

opened in Vilna for electricians and carpenters and in

SLPetersburg for auto-mechanics. They were among the very

first training, projects in these trades. Refresher courses for

craftsmen and industrial instruction for merchants "

o  ercome by mechanization were organized.

Mobile workshops were crganized to roam the

towns and \ Wages of the Pale of Settlement with the

purpose of raising the technical standards of Jewish

carpinters. tinsmiths and shoemakers. Craftsmen were

helped to resettle outside the Pale and others were granted

loans for tools and machines.

Encouragement was given to the introduction of

new occupations, as a means of broadening the base of joh

possibilities ORT maintained a number of trade schools,
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the largest of them at Dvinsk, in Latvia. Manual training

shops, as adjuncts religious schools, were increased in
number. At a time of rapid urbanization, special attention

was paid to youth from the villages who were seeking jobs

in the new industries.

Collective Aid
INSTEAD OF RESTRICTING itself to helping individual artisans,

ORT formed work cooperatives along modern lines,

involving considerable numbers of people, working with

good equipment. Existing cooperatives were offered low-

cost credit for purchase of raw materials. Their members
were instructed in scientific methods of production. Quality

controls were introduced to make products competitive.

A cooperative shoe factory was established at

Gomel. ORT experimented with organizing sales outlets for

the distribution of artisans' goods. By 1913, ORT groups
were functionning in twenty cities.

Vilna was then one of the cultural capitals of

East European Jewry. This vital community had developed

a number of vocational institutions. L. Frenkiel, who was

to become one of ORT's engineer-educators, describes how

" ORT, little by little, became the center for handling the
education of Jews in manual trades in Vilna. - It became a

major factor in preparing economically displaced and
impoverished Jews for a place in the industrializing

segments of economic life, a role it was destined to repeat
in different communities, at different times.
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In the Midst of War, 1914-1918

THE FIRST WORLD WAR shattered the thousand-year-old

pattern of East European Jewish life. Marching and

counter-marching armies engulfed Galicia and the Pale of

Settlement. The entire area became one vast battlefront.

Economic life practically ceased.

The Russian military embarked on a systematic

expulsion of Jews from Lithuania, Poland and Kurland.

Hundreds of thousands were forced onto the roads and

driven to distant places. Coerced evacuation was systemati-

cally organized in Galicia and Bukovina and as far North

as Riga. Latvia, much of it maliciously motivated by anti-

Semitism of enormous ferocity in high places. Thus, the

Russian Supreme Commander, the Grand Duke, announced

that he " Considers it necessary that Jews be banished as

soon as the enemy retreats. It is also necessary to take

hostages ...

It became imperative to organize aid to

deportees and refugees, and ORT initiated this almost

immediately. Thus began an aspect of ORT experience that

was to he seen again and again in the long Jewish travail of

subsequent decades—and which as yet remains an unfinish-

ed chapter.

Extent of Emergency Aid

THE MOST URGENT TASK was to provide men and women

with a source of livelihood, a means to earn again. Under

conditions of war, with all its chaos, violent uprooting and

hostility toward Jcws. ORT sponsored a program of " relief

through work.
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Seventy-two offices, which received 60,000 appli-
cants, were opened to register the unemployed and the
homeless. Work was found for"25,000. Those refugees who
had trades were placed in restored workshops or in newl  ,'
established ones. Others were enrolled in short-term
training courties. Twenty-se\ en courses in carpentry, tailor-
ing, metal work and stocking production were conducted in
the unoccupied areas of the Pale.

A system of cooperative s orksli ps gave em-
ployment to many. Feeding kitchens adjacent to the shops
kept thousands from starvation. Twenty-five credit oflices
were organized to lend money to destitute craftsmen to
reconstitute their shops and businesses. In that way. large
numbers were provided with at least a minimal li  .elihood.

Of all the refugees the plight of the children was
most harrowing. Thousands of lost boys and girls wandered
firnlessly, many of them orphaned. For these homeless

youth. ORT established trade schools with dormitory
facilities. Many wele apprenticed to individual craftsmen.
ORT became one of the primary relief organizations of the
period. The expenditure budget grew from 68.000 rubles in
1913 to 541,000 rubles in 1916.

This war-time experience marked a decisive turn
in ORT's development. It became identified with construc-
tive work and its name spread to almost every nook and
cranny of even the most rermite communities or the Pale.

Although ORT had been turning increasingly
into a functional social agency, until 1914 it had retained
much of its original character as a fund to stimulate, to
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assist and to promote economic activities. But in the midst

of the war. ORT had conceived, initiated and organized its

own prouams on a large scale. For the first time, an ORT

professional staff was assembled. ORT delegates accompa-

nied the evacuees, to provide aid on the roads, and assist in

resettlement. Instructors and teachers were mobilized for

skill training. In all these ways ORT ceased to be chiefly a

fund and became a living program.
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ORT Becomes International

HUMAN CARNAGE AND MASSIVE physical destruction did not
relent at war's end. The nightmare for Jews merely took a
new turn. In Russia proper, civil war took off where world
war ended, and raged until 1920. Polish armies smashed
into Russia through areas with dense Jewish populations,
exhibiting a ferocity that foreshadowed the plight of Jews in
the new Poland. But all the horrors of war pale by
comparison to the savage, unrelenting waves or pogroms
that ravaged the Jews of the Ukraine. Between 1918 and
1921, massacres and their aftermaths are estimated to have
taken at least 150,000 lives, about ten percent of the Jewish
population. In addition, there was the raping of Jewish
women and wholesale destruction of Jewish property,
private and communal. No less than 28 percent of
Ukrainian Jewish homes were burned to the ground.

This was also a time of political revolution. 'I-he
Czarist Empire had collapsed in ruin and fragmented into a
whole string of national states. The six million Jews of
Eastern Europe were now distributed among Russia.
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Estonia, Rumania and the
other entities on Russia's Western flank.

The entire economic foundation 01 these com-
munities was shattered. In scope and urgency, the need was
probably without parallel in Jewish annals until that time.

ORT, which had hitherto been sustained by
Russian Jewry, found itself without means. Until 1914, ihe
primary source of revenue had been income realized on he
capital of the ORT fund. Now the fund itself was gone.
Financing had to be placed on an entirely new basis.
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At the same time, unprecedented requirements

called for a volume of income far beyond the previous

range. From an agency for the economic aid of Russian

Jewry, ORT was now called upon to become an

international program for the rehabilitation or the Jewries

of Eastern Europe. A new organizational structure was

therefore indicated, one that would enable the program to

operate, not only within Russia. but throughout the new

states or the arca.

Itlission to the West

IN 1919, -nil: CENTRAL Committee or Russian ORT

designated Dr. Leon Bramson and Dr. David Lvovitch as a

delegation to establish ties with Western Jewry and to

obtain financial support. They began a journey which was

destined to impress ORT on the consciousness of the

Jewish world and to establish bonds that were to integrate

ORT into the fabric of Jewish international welfare aid.

Throughout Western Europe and America. Jews

were aroused to the agony of their Fast European brethren.

One and one-half million East European Jews had

emigrated between 1881 and 1914. Their ties to the Old

World were still fresh. The disaster that had overwhelmed

their people back home was deeply felt. The ORT

delegation therefore was everywhere accorded sympathetic

understanding. Russian immigrants came to the delegation's

support and formed the nucleus of future ORT groups.

In London, Manchester, Berlin, Paris, Leipzig,
Danzig, the Scandinavian cities, they were received as

emissaries or a community in distress. They addressed mass
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meetings and left behind commim.ces which would enlist
members and become the basis 01 permanent organizations.

As a degree of normalcy was restored, a parallel
organizational process began to germinate in the new states.
A string of local and regional committees was formed in
Lithuania. Vilna, Latvia, Poland and Bessarabia. In the
Vilna region, ORT became the directing agency for Jewish
farm settlement. Other ORT groups undertook similar
programs in Grodno, Pinsk and Bialystok. The delegation
and its representatives maintained contact with all of them
and became " the real, practical and legal link between he
Russian period and the present day organi/ation, - wrote
Dr. Lvovitch.

The molecular process of coordMating and
unifying the variety of efforts in separate localities followed
as inividual ORT committees came together to form
regional centers. A foundation was being prepared for the
next stage.

Formation of the World 0 RT Union
Tift WORK Of' "HIL DELLGATioN was consummated at a
conference in Berlin in August 1921, where delegates
congregated from Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Soviet Russia,
Rumania, France, Germany and England. It was at this
founding congress that Dr. Aron Syngalowski, who had
recently become associated with ORT, made a deep
impression by his eloquence. He was destined to become its
voice and ideologist.

The Congress established the World ORT
Union and by this act formed a center from which the vast
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work of rebuildinF4 could he directed. A year later,

54 groups in Eastern Europe and ten organizations in Western

Europe and the United States adhered to the central body.

The primary task of the new organization was

to obtain funds for an expanding program. The Congress

had established a principle of community responsibility and

self-help. which set down a basic pattern that still governs

ORT endeas ours: " to secure for ORT the necessary

financial means, the Congress recommends that its executive

bodies seek aid from Jewish organizations in the \Vest, but

attempt to provide for a substantial part or its budget out

of local resources; it is indeed important for local

org,anizations to strive for financial independence. There-

fore, no efforts should be spared to obtain state and

municipal grants, to increase receipts by membership fees,

to organize special fund-raising campaigns, etc. - On the

bodies or the international unit sat representatives of ORT

fund-raising groups alongside representatives or functional,

operating program committees, as mutual peers in all

aspects.

Local resources available to Eastern European

commities were, however, infinitesimal compared to the

dimension of need. The reach to the West, therefore,

became crucial. In 1921, the JeWish Colonization Associa-

tion became the first to act on an ORT request, renewing a

fruitful relationship that has endured. Decisive for the

future was the connection established with the Joint

Distribution Committee. In August 1921, a comprehensive

plan for the reconstruction of Fast European Jewish

economic life was put before the JDC by the ORT

delegates. The proposal, which called for large-scale
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provisioning of artisans with tools and machines and the
establishment of vocational schools, fell on receptive ears.

First Contact with the U.S. Community
THEJDC, FORMEDIN 1914 to meet the war emergency, was
increasingly concerned with measures of a broader recon-
structive nature. For that purpose, it established a
Reconstruction Committee, headed by Herbert H. Lehman,
later Governor of New York and United States Senator,
who was attracted to the plan's underlying philosophy of
retraining for productive living.

In 1922, Dr. Bramson and Dr. Syngalowski
arrived in the United States and a regular program of
mutual activities and financing was agreed upon with JDC.
Senator Lehman's support established the first binding
contact between ORT and JDC. He remained associated
with ORT until his death in 1964. He was its Honorary
President from 1952 to 1964.

The visit of the two ORT leaders sparked a
general interest in the American community. Earlier, in
1916, the Workmen's Circle had sent $15,000 to support
ORT activities among war victims. In June 1922, an
American ORT organization was established. First to give
its support was the Workmen's Circle, followed by large
sections of the Jewish labor movement.

The subsequent evolution of American ORT
into a broad community organization, and in recent years
the emergence of Women's American ORT as a mass
membership group, had their origins in this initial response.
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The fact that ORT became rooted in America was to prove

one of its definitive assets in later years, particularly after

the Hitlerite catastrophe.
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Between the Wars

THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT that came to power in October
1917, in the course of its social and economic policies,
struck hard at private enterprise, particularly commerce.
Jews were severely affected, not because of anti-Semitism,
but as a consequence of the heavy representation of Jews in
these spheres of economic life. Nearly a million bewildered
petty merchants and artisans were designated as " de-
classed, " and " superfluous elements. "

The situation of the artisans was eased some-
what during the period of the New Economic Policy from
1921-28, " But even during the NEP period, fully a third of
a million Jews remained economically unclassifiable. Many
of them eked out a meager existence as part-time stocking
weavers or mendicants living on the dole of the JDC, "
writes the historian Howard Sachar.

To speak today of the activities of international
Jewish organizations in the Soviet Union seems incon-
gruous in view of recent developments of persistent anti-
Semitic manifestations. Yet, in the years immediately
following the October 1917 Revolution and until 1938, the
Soviet government recognized that its Jewish population
faced special problems. It fostered an autonomous effort
supported from abroad. ORT, the JDC, the JCA, the
OSE—all were encouraged to participate.

In the Agricultural Settlements
STARVATION IN THE CITIES created a strong impulse among
Jews to overcome their hardship by settling on the land,
particularly in the Ukraine. During the first two months of
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1925 alone, 112,161 persons in the western provinces

registered for agricultural resettlement.

The government placed large tracts at their

disposal and made Jewish farm colonization a matter of

official policy. Both the Jewish Colonization Association

and the JDC supported farming projects. The JDC formed

the " Agro-Joint " which developed large scale agricultural

work, especially in the Kherson region.

ORT assumed a major role in the huge program

to agrarianize a substantial number of Jews.

There was " little direct help from the govern-

ment, " the historian, Salo W. Baron, writes in The

Russian Jew under Tsars and Soviet. " Some encourage-

ment, both financial and professional, was extended to the

new settlers only by the old Jewish social welfare

organization, the ORT ... " Its activities were concentrated
in the Odessa region. One of the first acts of the newly

established World ORT Union was to dispatch 100

wagonloads of seed and farm machinery to Jewish settlers
there.

Henry L. Moscowitz, chairman of the Board of

American ORT, in a survey of the settlements in 1925,

reported: " The colonists come from small towns in which

they had lived as artisans, small businessmen or workers in

small establishments, clerks, salesmen, millers and teamsters,

while a few in each collective had had experience in

agriculture as truck gardeners near towns . .. All came

because they had neither employment nor hope for the
future in the towns .. . they want to insure themselves

against the insecurity of the luftmensch."
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Thus did the agrarian settlement schemes
provide a way by which thousands of " declassed " Jewish
families could once again become productive. To supple-
ment their income, industrial workshops were organized on
the farms. These activities unfolded rapidly and by 1936
there were sixty-four such shops in the Crimea, the Odessa
region and Biro-Bijan, which employed 3,192 workers and
had an annual turnover of four million rubles.

A 1938 report notes that agricultural services
were extended to 4,000 households in seventy settlements in
the Odessa, Pervomaisk and Kalinindorf districts. Seventy-
two workshops were organized in these villages.

ORT's concern did not cease with economic and
technical help. The success of the settlements depended on
the formation of a wholesome community life. Housing had
to be built. Credits were issued for schools, libraries and
recreation centers. Electricity was brought in, as were
telephones. Professor Salo W. Baron reports that ORT even
undertook an analysis of the last census of the Jewish
population in order to determine the facts of Jewish
economic activity at the time.

Fostering Industrial Activities
WHILE LAND SETTLEMENT, because it opened a new field to
Russian Jews, was perhaps the most dramatic measure
taken, it was never expected that farming could solve the
problem of Jewish economic existence. Industrialization and
aid to artisans had been part of the economic rehabilitation
program from its inception. The pendulum swung sharply
in this direction with the first Five Year Plan of 1928,
which opened enormous work opportunities.
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0 RT became the chief communal agency,

promoting artisanship and industrialization. Entire branches

of Jewish cooperative and artisanal industries were supplied

with machines, tools and raw materials, their number being

estimated at 700 enterprises with 35,000 members. Some

9,000 youth were either apprenticed or otherwise instructed

in skills.
The curtain was rung down in I93S. The

'dal\ ities of all international Jewish agencies in Russia were

terminated by State edict. The ORT representative,

J. Zegelnitzki, was arrested, and presumably liquidated. ORT

ceased to exist in Russia. R became severed from the

community of its birth. By that time however, it had

developed outside of Russia into an international arm for

the economic rehabilitation of the Jewish people in other

lands.
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Economic Survival Struggle

ALL PREVIOUS ANTI-JEWISH manifestations pale by compari-
son with the Hitler annihilation. Nevertheless, the fierce
hostility which enveloped Jews in Poland, Rumania,
Hungary and the Baltic countries between the wars, ranks
high in the scale of anti-Semitism. Realization of their own
freedom, far from producing a sympathetic understanding
among the new nations toward their own minorities,
unleashed violent antipathies, above all toward the Jews.

The " cold pogrom - policy of eliminating Jews
from economic life so eroded the Jewish position that, by
the late twenties and thirties, large numbers of merchants
tottered on the edge of ruin, while others survived in an
atmosphere of threatening desperation. Jewish prospects
were further dimmed by new United States restrictive
legislation, which cut off the safety valve of emigration.

With economic strangulation one of the main
weapons directed against Jews, the work of ORT acquired
new significance. Probably nowhere else in the many areas
to which it eventually traveled, did ORT become so
profoundly embedded in a community struggle for survival
as in East Europe in the decades between the wars. In
Poland in particular, ORT achieved a broad popular base.
Its committees were spread throughout the country. Its
activities and ideals were woven into the matrix of Jewish
life.

Turn Toward Manual Trades
THE MOST VULNERABLE element in the new Poland was the
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Jewish businessman. The government early nationalized the

tobacco, salt, liquor and match industries, in each of which

Jews had been active. These industries were simply wiped

out as sources of Jewish livelihood. Boycotts were waged

against Jews and Jewish businesses with the express aim of

economic extermination. Jews were systematically eliminated

from government employment. Although Poland's three

million Jews constituted seventeen percent of the popula-

tion, they held fewer than I percent of government jobs.

With business and professions rendered inse-

cure, many came to realize that the only hope lay in

becoming industrial workers. But nothing was easy for the

Polish Jew. The state decreed that only those workers who

possessed documents from a certified trade school could he

apprenticed to industry.

For a Jewish youth to enter a government

school was often nearly impossible, while the schools of

ORT won official recognition and eventually acquired

authority to issue official diplomas.

A World ORT Union report of 1938 states:

" The efforts of the last few years ended in the so-called

normalization of the legal position of the institutions, so

that by now all ORT schools and workshops in Poland

have gained the necessary concessions from the authori-

ties ... The apprentice certificates issued by an ORT school

have the same validity as those issued by the state schools."

The ORT schools became onc of the main ways

for Jewish youth to enter industry. Vocational schools were

organized in ten cities, including Warsaw, Lodz, Bialystok,
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Grodno and Brest Litovsk. Instruction was in Yiddish. A
series of technical manuals was published in Yiddish, the
first of their kind. The trades taught included metal work,
machining, cabinet-making, garment skills, the electrical
field and radio.

Youth from every segment of the population
flocked to the schools. It was common, for example, to find
a teenager from a Chassidic family, replete with payes, his
head covered by a yarmalke, bending over a swiftly turning
lathe or milling machine.

In Lodz, boys studied auto mechanics, cabinet-
making, motor winding and repair, while girls prepared for
knitting and weaving in the city's textile industry.
Standards of school production were so high a quality that
the sale of products such as furniture, designed and
manufactured in the course in cabinet-making, provided a
substantial source of school income.

Salvaging the Artisans
A LAW OF 1925 required craftsmen and artisans to become
members of a guild. To become eligible for guild
membership, they had to pass qualifying examinations in
Polish. But large number of Jewish artisans had no
knowledge of Polish, and very often, their work standards
were inadequate. The new law imperiled the livelihoods of
100,000 artisans. ORT became the primary means by which
the Jewish artisan could legalize his right to work. Scores of
language and trade courses were opened in Baranowicze,
Raune, Sasnawiecz, Bialystok and other cities.

The diploma alone, once acquired, granted the
artisan the right to practice his craft but did not guarantee
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that he would earn an income on which to live decently.
For this, he needed training in modern work methods. He
had to modernize his shop with faster and better
equipment. He needed funds to purchase machines, tools
and raw materials, and education in how to use them
properly. He needed guidance in keeping a set of books,
pricing his products, marketing them, and manufacturing a
product of quality that could stand up to competition. This
whole range of problems relating to the artisan's conditions
of work and earnings became ORT's concern.

A constant educational campaign was conducted
to elevate standards. " improvement workshops " were
established in 16 cities to acquaint the artisan with the most
up-to-date developments in his trade. A consultation service
was organized in Warsaw to offer business information and
advice. A concentrated effort was made to direct artisans
into less crowded fields.

Equipment for Artisans

A MAJOR STEP TO PROVIDE equipment to artisans was taken
with the establishment of the ORT Tool Supply Corpora-
tion in 1928. Twenty years later this same corporation was
to provide hundreds of newcomers to Israel with sewing
machines, shoe repair and carpentry equipment with which
to start life in their new homeland. But during the twenties
and thirties, the Corporation became the means by which
American Jews, in response to the Gezeig campaign of aid
to relatives, were able to transmit machines and equipment
to their families and landsleit in East Europe. Landsman-
schaft groups throughout the United States responded with
support of specific projects in their home towns.
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Higher Technical Studies
AT THE APEXOF TIIE ORT program in Poland was the Vilna
Technicum. Established in 1921, this school acquired fame
throughout East Europe as a leading technical institute. It
set a high standard of instruction and many of its graduates
came to occupy positions of responsibility.

About one-fourth of the 300 students enrolled
annually were given pre-engineering courses which qualified
them for admission to engineering colleges. The Vilna
Technicum became a by-word for excellence in vocational
schooling and a point of pride for Polish Jewry.

A visit to the industrial plants of Israel today
would turn up hundreds of graduates of this institute in key
positions, as foremen, engineers and supervisors. They were
the backbone of the technical staffs of many of Israel's
factories in its first industrialization years, and were often
the most qualified people in their fields. To have attended
the Vilna Technicum is regarded as a badge of honor and
the graduates in Israel have formed an alumni association
in that spirit.

The Vilna alumni in Israel are the survivors.
The Ribbentrop-Molotov Agreement, which signaled the
outbreak of World War II on September 1, 1939, had
marked out a division of Poland between Germany and
Russia. In the scramble for territory, Vilna was occupied by
Lithuania. Thousands of Polish Jews, fleeing the madness
around them, poured into Vilna. With Vilna part of
Lithuania, Lithuanian ORT was able to come to the aid of
the Vilna Technicum for a while, and to postpone its
collapse. When the Technicum finally was compelled to
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close its doors, numbers of teachers and department heads

found their way to Kovno where they were welcomed at the

ORT schools. The Vilna Technicum ceased to exist. Yet it

is the paradox of history that the concepts it incorporated,

modern and updated to he sure, have emerged again in the

ORT technical institutes now operating in Israel. The spirit

survives.

Self-Help in Practise
Nay LESS INTERESTING than the work itself is the manner in

which it was financed. During the two year period 1930-32,

for example, a report from Lodz indicated that 92 percent

of the cost of the program was met locally. Some funds

were allocated by the municipality; other allocations were

forthcoming from the community Welfare Fund, the B'nai

B'rith and other sources. The World ORT Union provided

8 percent.

This funding pattern is illustrative of the extent

to which ORT programs were integrated with the

communities they served. It typifies application of the

principle of self-help, which ORT has exemplified since its

inception.

With local financing went a high degree of local

responsibility, organized and exercised by local committees

which actually controlled the schools. This rootedness in

the communities stood ORT in good stead throughout its

history, enabling it to extend its services beyond the range

of resources available to the central organization and

allowing for such adaptability to local need as has made it

possible to conduct the work under a great diversity of

conditions.

VI
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Two Decades in Lithuania
THE BALTIC STATES WHICH achieved their independence
from the Czarist Empire in 1918, having constituted the
Northern tier of the Russian Pale, the areas to which Jews
had been restricted, contained large and active communi-
ties. While the new freedom weakened the shackles of the
old regime, it was a mixed blessing for Jews in Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia. Even as in the other successor states
local variations of the " Cold Pogrom " were more often
the rule than otherwise.

Lithuanian Jewry was an exceptionally dynamic
community, numbering some 150,000. 25,000 of them were
centered in Kovno, the capital. The first policies of the new
government seemed to augur well. A law promulgated on
March 4, 1920 provided a liberal, legal basis for the
community. Broad autonomy was granted. The establish-
ment of local Kehilloth were sanctioned. A national Jewish
council was authorized with far-reaching jurisdiction
beyond traditional religious institutions to include health,
education and welfare services, supported by taxation of
Jews to fund agencies and institutions providing them.

This early democratic promise was nipped in the
bud. A mere three years later, an era of intense nationalism
emerged with change in government in 1923, and with it
anti-Semitism was gradually installed as state policy. The
rights so optimistically won first were chipped away, then
factually abolished. By mid-I924, the legal status of the
community had been thrown back to the position it held
under the Czars. Lithuanian Jews were isolated in their own
country, and to some extent also isolated from their
brethren in other parts of Eastern Europe. Institutional
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disabilities were imposed. Economic limitations that worked

to displace Jews and impoverish them, in favor of rising

Lithuanian middle classes, became the practice.

The national census of 1923 yields at least a

partial economic profile of the Jews. The surprise is that in

this agrarian economy, as many as 6 percent were in

farming. This was the stimulus for farm programs by

Lithuanian ORT from its very inception. About one-third

were in " commerce, " which must be understood as

signifying itinerant peddlers, small shopkeepers and those

who had routes around their towns on which they drove

their carts displaying their paltry goods. Almost one-fourth

were in " industry. " This term must be translated into

three groups: the tiny but rising number of factory owners,

the new Jewish industrial working classes in the new

industrial plants and, off the urban beat, in the towns and

villages, the traditional artisans and craftsmen.

Lithuanian Jewry was enriched by a significant

number of those in liberal and learned professions—medical

doctors, lawyers, engineers, academicians, journalists, most

of whom had matriculated in Western universities. Much of

the particular elan of Lithuanian Jewry can be traced to
these classes. While blessed in this regard, the pattern of

Jewish economic life was not significantly different than

elsewhere in Eastern Europe between the two world wars.

Multiple Needs - Single Goal
ORT EMERGED IN response to the multiple needs of this

Lithuanian community. Artisans in danger of economic

collapse required aid to modernize. Industrial workers

needed to master technology. Youth, many migrating from
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the shtetls to the cities, were attracted to the rising and
remunerative occupations, but without training were
doomed to the meanest and least paying jobs. Local
discriminations imposed during the middle Twenties on
every Jewish economic sphere, but especially on craftsmen,
shopkeepers and small industrialists, forced them to seek
help to survive the circumscribing rules.

From its inception, ORT was an instrument of
the community. In the highly organized and politically
conscious Lithuanian Jewry, ORT was a common ground
for all. The Journal Avodah in its first issue of 1924
expressed this editorially:

" In this magazine are brought together articles
whose writers are of different viewpoints, but who agree on
one point which epitomizes the central idea that creative,
informed and productive labor must provide the basis of
Jewish life. ORT is intended to be the very core for all
efforts toward that goal. "

Much of the data in this section is owed to
Jacob Oleiski, who was Director of Lithuanian ORT from
1927 until the end, and went on, with the establishment of
Israel, to lead in the creation of ORT in Israel. He writes in
a memoir:

" ORT was made up of dues paying members
who would annually elect a representative committee. This
committee was thus composed of representatives of all
factions in the community. "

The history of Lithuanian ORT fits into a span
of two decades. It was born in the hopeful dawn of 1920
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and terminated in the destruction of war in 1940. " The

economic circumstances of Lithuanian Jews in 1920 was

one of extreme crisis, " writes Jacob Oleiski. " The Jewish

population took to ORT with enthusiasm, and in short

order it became a well-established program, with a major

impact on Jewish economic and community life. "

From the start, the gamut of services was

comprehensive. Trade schools for youth and courses for

adults were quickly established in practically all of

Lithuania's large cities. The Kovno School, which quickly

became the core of the program opened in 1920.

The Kovno Center
THE VOCATIONALSCHOOLSFOR youth were full-time day

schools. The curriculum included academic subjects as well

as those trade oriented. Length of education was three

years initially. The Kovno School was organized around

three departments—metal and machine work, men's tailor-

ing and women's garment making.

In 1929, the Kovno School was accorded official

recognition and was given the name " ORT Vocational

School Number Four. " Only those who had completed

primary school were eligible. Schooling was lengthened to

four years.

These changes focused great attention on the

school which had a fine reputation. Graduates were

accorded state certification as craftsmen at a time when

Jewish craftsmen were fearful of qualifying under new

regulations. Examinations were under the supervision of the

National Ministry of Education.
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The Kovno School became, in reality, an
educational center for youth and adults from many parts of
the country. Out-of-town youngsters were domiciled either
in private homes or communal dormitories.

" There was a radical change of attitude among
Jews after 1929 " reports Mr. Oleiski, " especially among
the young, with regard to Technical studies. Youth from
middle class families as well as the poor sought such
education. Even high school graduates, of both sexes, came
to ORT to continue their education, with an occupational
aim ... ORT being the only Jewish agency in this field, had
to expand its scope in the Thirties. "

Facilities were grievously overcrowded. New
space had to be found. Some were constructed, others
rented. In 1932, new quarters were found on Yenova Street
for the large workshops and this building was named Beit
Ha'avodan, The House of Labor.

By this time, over 400 boys and girls aged 14-18
were enrolled in the vocational high school division and
hundreds of others attended adult and apprenticeship
courses. The curriculum expanded with the new jobs that
were created by industrial development. Included were
galvanizing, electromechanics, automechanics, iron casting
and molding, shoemaking, radio.

Broad Network
THE KOVNO SCHOOL WAS the hub of a network that reached
out to Vilkomir, Shoul, Vilkovisk, Mariampol among
others. Other kinds of aid were offered. One aspect of
artisanal or small factory modernization was selection and
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purchase of equipment. This was done through an ORT

sales agency named Roymash, with easy credit arrange-

ments for hard-put craftsmen and farmers.

Apprenticeship was organized in 1922 for youth

who sought to learn trades on the job. Apprentices who

were drawn from the poor classes, were generally placed in

Jewish shops and served one to one and a half years. They

were required to attend evening classes, as well. Inspection

of apprentice job situations was regular, frequent and

rigorous.

ORT also brought industrial arts and manual

training classes into the Jewish primary schools. Wherever
location permitted, gardening was established " in order to

remind city children of natural things "—and this began in

1921 when such educational concepts were advanced, to put

it mildly. In the first year, gardening was organized for

1,240 youngsters in seventeen schools. Eventually, this

program reached 5,100 children annually.

While Jews were hardly conspicuous in farming,
there were several hundred families of them in the Angarina

and Klinova areas. Direct aid to Jewish farmers, technical

advice and agricultural schools were established. In the

Thirties, these areas became reception and settlement places

for refugees from Hitlerism. At its height, farm programs

were established in forty-three villages in Lithuania.

It is clear from this general account that ORT
was deeply inbedded in the warp and woof of Lithuanian

Jewish life and a force for economic defence and

development. The curtain began to descend in September
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1939, when war broke out. For ten months afterward
Lithuania, by virtue of its paradoxical position, became one
of the few places where Jewish refugees could go. In a
matter of weeks, some 11.000 arrived and many were aided
by ORT. On June 15, 1940, Soviet troops occupied the
Baltic States and Lithuania reverted to the status of a
Russian province, as it had been under the Czars. The brief
Russian rule foreshadowed what has since emerged as the
harsh Soviet attitude toward its Jews. Oleiski recalls:

" All at once, all activities conveying any signs
of Jewish character were forbidden. All Jewish organiza-
tions, including ORT, were forbidden. The ORT Committee
was dismantled and its property confiscated ... the Kovno
School was put under supervision of the Communist Party.
Teachers were dismissed. I was allowed to continue as
director only because students organized protest at the
threat of my removal ... hut we foresaw that shut-down
was only a matter of time. Two weeks before the outbreak
of the war between Russia and Germany, I was dismissed,
as were almost all the remaining Jewish teachers. A plan
for the full Lithuanization of the school was prepared.

This unhappy fate proved only a prelude to
what followed. The Nazi armies occupied Lithuania in June
1941. With that the machinery of systematic genocide was
in motion.

Extent in Runiania
AT THE HEIGHTor: ORT activities in Rumania, there were
forty-three units of different types. Day schools for Jewish
youth were maintained in eight cities of the largest Jewish
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concentration, including Jassy. Bucharest and Czernovitz.

Artisan improvement shops, workshops for adults, appren-

tice plans, vocational advisory services and artisan consulta-

tion bureaus were conducted in Kishinev, Tigina, Jassy,

Bucharest and Czernovitz.

Farm cooperatives were organized in twelve

localities. They were serviced by central stations for the

lending of implements, draft animals and equipment. Jewish

farmers were encouraged to plant hybrid, high-yield seeds

for truck farming and to develop dairy farming for the city

markets. Fortune did not always smile, however. There

were failures and crops were ruined by pestilence and

natural calamities. At such times the central stations

became feeding centers for whole families.

All Episode in Bessarabia
How ORT stRvto As TM arm of Jewish economic defence

is starkly revealed by an episode in Bessarabia in 1936.

With the ingenuity of confirmed anti-Jewish hatred, the

authorities had constantly invented new ways to strangle

Jewish life. Many of the 350,000 Jews were craftsmen who

generally worked in primitive fashion, as if the industrial

revolution and modern education had never touched them

in their small towns. Backwardness and poverty made them

vul nerable.

In 1936, the Bessarabian authorities decreed that

Jewish artisans, to be allowed to practise their trades, must

immediately qualify in official tests in their technical

proficiency and in the Rumanian language, in which few

were literate. This stroke of the pen threatened economic

annihilation. It was feared that thousands of families would

be reduced to beggary.

WI
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With material and moral support secured from
the World ORT Union, the Bessarabian ORT Committee
felt sufficiently confident to make itself the focal point of
the struggle against this threat. An emergency conference
was convened, where concerted action on several fronts was
organized. Instructors were mobilized to initiate crash
courses. Local ORT committees were established in every
town and hamlet to set up assistance to artisans and
maintain contact with the central offices. Lawyers were
mobilized to defend the legal rights of Jewish craftsmen.
Determined pressure succeeded in influencing the Ministry
of Labor to relent by agreeing not to apply the decree
strictly, a victory of considerable consequence. Local
representatives of the Ministry were instructed to be lenient.

The effect of this ORT effort resulted in
granting permission to all Jewish artisans of the area to
continue to practice their crafts. We owe to a memoir by
Dr. A. A. Yakir, then President of Bessarabian ORT, an
account of this episode:

"Everywhere, even in the most remote haunt,
Jewish artisans no longer felt helpless and alone. It took
three months of consummate endeavor, but the artisans
could now breathe easier."

The incident reveals the sensitivity of ORT to
Jewish danger, and a consummate capacity to respond with
swift and precise initiatives. It casts a light, too, on how it
acts at a time of crisis made ORT a byword in every nook
and cranny of the Eastern European Jewish world.
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Serrice to 500,000
THL vARILI N' 01 ORT activities, and the degree to which
they penetrated the life of East European Jewry makes this
one of the bright chapters in the history of ORT. On the
eve of the outbreak of the Second World War, ORT
activities were being conducted in 306 day schools, evening
courses for adults, artisan improvement plans, employment
bureaus, artisan diploma preparation courses, farm co-
operatives, industrial cooperatives and training plants.

No less extensive than in other East European
countries were the activities in Latvia and Bulgaria. A
short-lived program was organized in Hungary in 1938,
when the oncoming war still seemed far away. But it never
had a chalice to evolve.

ORT activities between the two World Wars
served about 500,000 people. Its work during this period
was of historic proportions. But even while East European

Jewry fought for economic survival, a more sinister drama
had begun in Germany.
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The Rise of Naziism

THROUGHOUTTHETWENTIES,German Jewry was one of the
mainstays of international Jewish philanthropy. Deeply
affected by the agony of their brethren in the East, they
gave substantial support to the work of ORT. ORT
Committees were organized in seventy-five localities.

In January 1933, Adolph Hitler came to power.
At one blow the position of German Jewry was reversed.
Formerly a contributor to others, it was now itself placed
in gravest danger. Successive repressions drove tens of
thousands out of business, industry and professions,
compelling them to turn to manual work to earn their
ivings.

There had been no need for Jewish trade
schools in Germany until then, and neither tradition nor
facilities for them were readily available. Nevertheless, in
1933-34 courses were instituted. More than 200 declassed
doctors, lawyers, civil servants and businessmen were
instructed in such trades as electroplating, motor repair and
metal work. Occupations were chosen with a view to
immediate employment and also to preparation for
emigration.

No less serious was the problem of youth. Here
ORT marked out a new approach that combined rescue
with training. As early as 1934, groups of young people
were sent to the ORT school at Libau in Latvia and to the
large technical institute at Kovno, Lithuania. Gardening for
youth and aid to Jewish farmers had been ORT services in
Lithuania since the beginnings of this program in 1920.
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Shortly after Hitler came to power in Berlin, the ORT
committees of Germany and Lithuania agreed on a plan for
youth migration out of Germany and reception in
Lithuania. In March 1934, 150 German Jewish boys arrived
in Kovno. Half of them were absorbed in the Kovno ORT
Vocational High School and housed in dormitories
associated with the school. The rest were assigned to two
ORT agricultural schools in Ongarina and Klinova.

The infamous Munich pact of September 1938
sent a shudder of alarm through Czechoslovakia, which was
cast by the great powers as the sacrificial lamb on the altar
of German conquest eastward, all in the name of " peace in
our time, " as Britain's Prime Minister Chamberlain
explained. Numbers of Czech Jews from German-annexed
Sudetenland fled. Many sought haven among the Jews of
Lithuania. ORT opened refugee training programs in
Mariampol. When Germany, a year later, annexed whole
Czech provinces, stimulating another tide of refugees,
Lithuanian ORT considerably enlarged its programs to
absorb newly arrived youth and adults. Later, entire refugee
families were sent to training farms and cooperatives in
Lithuania. The plan of training abroad saved many from
Hitler's terror.
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Time of the refugee

The Berlin School
THEREREMAINEDin Germany, in the mid-Thirties, the larger
problem of what to do for the increasing number of Jewish
youth who were barred or expelled from state secondary
schools and could not emigrate. The situation became
particularly ominous following the infamous Nuremberg
laws of 1935. ORT sought to meet the problem in part by
establishing a regular vocational high school which was
opened in Berlin in 1937. During evening hours it was used
for adult courses. The entire aim was to prepare students
for emigration. The school was sponsored by British ORT
in order to give it an international safeguard.

It continued to function under the Nazi regime
until a few weeks before the outbreak of war in September
1939 when most teachers, pupils and some of the
equipment were dispatched to Leeds in England where the
school was reestablished. What was left at the truncated
school in Berlin did not dissolve. Its enrollment actually
increased as other channels available to Jews virtually
disappeared. Incredibly it continued into the war and even
beyond the July 1942 Nazi decision for the final
extermination of European Jews. An eyewitness has given
this account of the last day:

" On June 10, 1943 at 10 o'clock before noon, a
squad of the SS in full battle array occupied the premises.
All present, numbering some 100, were lined up in the hall.
Identification was taken from each one. Only a very few of
us were released. All the rest were immediately deported to
Auschwitz. Three were sent to Theresienstadt. "
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The Berlin school, one of the very last Jewish
institutions on the continent, ceased to exist.

To Every Corner of the Globe
HITLER'S ADVENT inaugurated the modern era of mass
refugees. At first, they were German Jews only, over

200,000 of whom fled before war broke out. As other
countries came under the Nazi heel, the flow of refugees
swelled-97,000 from Austria, 17,000 from Czechoslovakia.
The geography of Central European Jewry became a

geography of flight.

Wherever a haven could be found, there the
refugees fled for sanctuary. Wherever a significant number
settled, the need for economic adjustment required the
services of ORT. Impelled by these needs, ORT followed
the refugees to Canada, the U.S., South America and even
to China.

In the process it became a world program.

Refugee Aid in France
BEGINNING WITH THE first anti-Jewish measures by the
Nazis, a steady stream of German Jews began to arrive in
France. Some intended to stay. For others France was a
stop-over to further emigration. In either case, a new
beginning had to be made. ORT courses for refugees began
in Paris in 1934 and expanded rapidly with the influx.

By the time war broke out there were 1,500
students in the various ORT installations in France, with
day schools for youth at Paris and Montmorency, adult
courses in Paris and Chelles, a center for Austrian refugees,
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and other :,t21.‘ices pro\ ided on farms to the s,uull. ORT.
during this period, was much mole than a training agency.
The schools became centers for e\ehange P inrormation
among the wanderers, for inquiries about families and lost
ones, an informal postollice to receke and tran,mit
messages. and for handling the multitude or handicaps that
face a newcomer in a strangc land.

One of the most unusual episodes oF this period
was the establishment of an agricultural farm colony jor
German refugees. After a snr\ e 1 soil . m ark,limz
conditions and other factors, land was bought in the Lot-et-
Garonne region, between l3ordeatix and Toulouse. Families
were established with URI, supplied credit. seeds. cattle.
implements and technical direction. With tile increase in
farm families after I9,Th. an agricultural school was
established at La Roche.

hi the Midst of l'Vor
THE WAR CRLATEDMAV conditions jor 's activities in
France. Thousands of German. .1ustrian and other Jews
were interned as " enemy aliens. ORT obtained the
release of many of these internees on its guarantee :Ind they
were sent to the agricultural projects at La Roche, Camhes
de Pujois and Les Angiroux. Workshops  \ ere established
for those living in enforced idleness in the internee camps.
So popular did these become that. the French authorities
permitted soldiers at nearh  ,' camps to attend.

A report of the period records:

" The schools in Franee remained M operation
and were well-attended, although greatly handicapped by
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the deportatmn of man  instructors and pupils as well as

the g;eneral persecution to which Jews were suHected

:`•lanY who were not arrested, lk.cd in constant fear of

arrest and had to interrupt their courses to hide. Sometimes

they were helped by ORT.

" To be in Paris at all was highly dangerous for

young people and the total of 714 new students during

these three years is indicative of how great was the desire to

learn a constructive trade. Many of the students had lost

their parents: accordintz to a questionnaire filled out by 290

students in the Paris ORT school in May 1942, 105 were

without parents. In 103 cases, the parents had been

deported. In (Ise cases they had been shot. "

Movement of 0 RT Union Headquarters

ORT wAs SPARLDthe wandering's forced on European

Jewry. -1-he Nazi assumption of power in 1933 had

compelled the removal of the ORT Union headquarters

from Berlin to Park. With the outbreak of war. it was

again neccy,ary to mose. In September 1939, the head-

quarters was established in Vichy. The town was already

packed with refugees and the house on the Rue Carnot

quickly became a center of Jewish affairs.

Thk mow. howeser, proved premature. It was

.1111the time of the sit:-krieg, and M January 1940,

headquarters was returned to Paris. Eke months later, with

the German occupation imnnitent, the offices Were. Once

ug,tin evacuated to Vichy. By November, Vichy had become

a doubtful haven. One again ORT had to move, this time

to Marseilles. 'Fhere, on March 2, 1941, Dr. Leon Brainson.

the man who had led the work for over two decades. died.



The Niar found Dr. David L‘ovitch in the U.S..
where he continued activities. fit view of the disruption of
communication, an Emergency Committee was established
in New York in the spring of 1943, composed of the
members of the Central Board of the World ORT Union in
the U.S. at the time. This headquarters became the guiding
center for work in the Western Hemisphere, maintained
contact with Europe and obtained finances. The Emergency
Committee functioned until the lust postwar congress in
1946.

In 1943, Dr. Aron Syngalowski, in compliance
with an Executive Committee decision, managed to leave
France and make his way to Switzerland, then a hasen for
some 10,000 refugees. He plunged inunediatelv into a tw
sided operation. He set in 'notion a program of vocational
training for refugees that continued into the postwar years.
He also began the painful task of re-knitting the torn
threads of communication among ORT groups and
individuals. He set up the central headquarters of the
World ORT Union ni Geneva, where it remains to the
present day.

The Progran i in Switzerland
THL swiss (0)5 LRNNILNIwas immediately sympathetic to the
efforts of ORT and extended its hospitality. The cordiality
of this official attitude has been maintained and has done
much to facilitate the operation of the central ollice.

A series of vocational courses was instituted in
Swiss camps and internment homes. Inmatcs were released
from other assignments to attend classes. In Geneva and
Basel, day schools with standard secondary three-year
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curricula were opened in order that the education of youth,
so long interrupted, could be resumed. The young people
released from the camps for this purpose were housed in
hostels. In the summer of 1945, a group of " Buchen-
walders, " freed from extermination camps in Poland and
Germany, were enrolled.

The high point of the program was reached in
the 1945-46 school year, when in 30 different localities
throughout the country, there were 9 full-time day schools,
68 workshops, 34 skill upgrading courses for adults, 17
manual training shops for children and 30 production
workshops. Altogether, some 2,000 persons were either
studying or employed at a trade.

Repatriation of refugees began in 1946 and
accelerated rapidly thereafter. A considerable number,
especially those in the " stateless persons " category,
managed to get to Palestine. Nevertheless, hundreds
remained behind and the work continued until the end of
1951. Over 5,000 persons attended the ORT programs in
Switzerland over an eight-year period.

The New York Schools
WITH THE DISPERSION Of Hitler victims to the four corners
of the earth, ORT for the first time established programs
beyond the European continent. In the U.S., the first steps
to provide vocational training for refugees were taken in
1940.

The New York ORT Trade School, later
renamed the A. C. Litton School, for its founder, came into
existence for the express purpose of serving as a center for
training newcomers in mechanical and technical skills. In



1942, a second school, organized to teach needle trades.
was named For Dr. Leon Bramson: later, after the death or
his wire, it became the Leon and Vera Bramson Se!:ool.

Both New York schook continued into the
post-war period. As the only community facilities sNcializ-

ing in Voca t io na l aid to rcItigees. these schools atH-acted
nev comers in large numbers. particularly during the DP
immigration between 1948-52. At the height or the DP
influx, the schools were operating on three shirts daily. The
New York Association For New Americans and other
immigrant reception agencies rererred many or their people
to the schools.

The Strident Bodv
AN iNTI.R151ING PROFILI. or the type or student and or his

problems emerges from a survey of 4,407 trainees made at
the Litton ORT School. The study round among them
1.002 Cornier merchants, 405 former physicians, 161 rabbis.
743 lawyers and 98 Comer government officials, including
several judges.

The Bramson School .1ttracted ,1 large number
or the pious. It was a common sight to lind a bearded man.

yamittli,e on head, bent o‘er the power sewing machine. As
recently as 1969, 70 percent or the students had a history or
Nazi persecution, 55 percent of them coming from Central
and Eastern Europe, indicating that almost twenty-live
years arter the war there were still many individuals who
had not succeeded in making new lives Coy themsekes,
had only very recently succeeded in resettling.

Its job completed. the A. C. Litton School was
closed in February 1957. The Bramson School continues.
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After the Hungarian exodus in the VVinter of 1036, it ga\e
instruction to er 500 of these new arrivals to the E.S. In

tlie Sixties, the pattern of enrollment changed in line with

new refugee movements and an increasing number of
Cuban. Argentine and Egyptian Jews w,:re added to He

How of Eastern Europeans.

Quietly. withiiut fanfare, these two centers

trained twenty-two thousand migrants to New York Cit  „
user a period of two decades, helping them to ftHhion a

new life in the New World.

ht Lalin Anieric(t
N'EVsY ItiTLGITS HAI) made their way to other parts of
North and South America. ORT did not oserlook their
needs. Programs were instituted in Canada, Brazil, Bolivia,

Chile, Cruguay and Cuba. into newcomers ne\ er reached
the numbers anticipated. and as the need for their services

declined, these schools were closed. In Rio de Janeiro.
Buenos An-es, and Montevideo. howeser. they were

transformed into regular \ocational institutions for local

Jewish Youth. Courses -were also established in the Jewish
atuicultural colonies of the Argentine interior. at Clara and
Doininguez.

Wartime contact with the Latin American
communities led to the creation of permanent ORT

organizations in many or these countries. These earlier
seeds began to sprout quite different fruit when a whole

new direction was gisen these programs in the Sixties. The

ORT organizations ha,.e. become increasingly effectise on
the local as well as on the international ORT scene in
recent years. as a result.
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ReIngees in China
IT IS AN INDICAlION 01 the despair to Which the refugees
the Nazi period were driven in the search for safety that
some 20,000 made their way as Eir as Shanghai. There, in
1941. an ORT center was opened at SI I Dalny Road.

Cut off from communication For long periods,
in danger during the Japanese occupation, the school
nevertheless became the nerve center For an astonishing
variety of educational activities For people between the ages
of fourteen and sixty. Before it closed in 1949 oser 2,500
persons had passed through its courses.

Last Act-----The kl'arsatc Ghetto
ENT.N AS ORT Foliowlio the displaced and the homeless all
over the world, it was likewise present at the last act of
Eastern European Jewish tragedy.

The German conquest of Poland swept three
million Jews into the center of the hurricane. At this fateFul
time, there occurred one of the heroic episodes in modern
Jewish history and in the ORT saga. Within two weeks
after the fall of Warsaw, while the city was still enveloped
in smoke, the ORT workshops resumed. Their re‘i\al
emitted an unexpected beacon of hope.

" Like a cry from heti\ en the rumor spread
among the Jewish population that the ORT workshops
were to be reopened. writes Rachel Gourman, who
witnessed it. " The excitement of the people at this news is
indescribable.

For the time being, at least, those who worked
in the shops were not sent to Treblinka. A year later, in a
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decree of September II, 1940, the Gestapo agreed to the

establishment of vocational instruction classes. ORT
became the only authorized schools in the ghettos. Parents
who had never before thought of sending their youth to

trade schools now rushed to enroll them. in a surging,
desperate hunger to sase the children.

A tremendous variety of courSes was inaugu-
rated far beyond anything previously comprehended by
ORT programs. The historian, Emanuel Ringelblum, in his
diaries of the Warsaw Ghetto, has described the almost
frenzied enthusiasm for study and cultural expression. The

ORT schools and shops on Leshno and Nalewski Streets
throbbed with life. After working hours, there were readings
of Sholom Aleichim, concerts. lectures. Ringelblum wrote:

Each day was like a decade in ordinary times, and had
to he lived to the fullest.

In a paper delivered to the Conference of
V.I.V.O., the Jewish historical society, early in 1969, the

historian, Isaiah Trunk, records the scene of that thne:

The permission granted [by Nazi Governor
General Hans Franck] in August 1940 to open trade
schools was utilized to teach also general subjects and even

advanced theoretical studies. "Hie responsibility for these
trade courses was vested in the Commission for Trade
Education, consisting of representatives of ORT and the
Judenrat. On June 30, 1941, there existed [in the Warsaw

Ghetto] twenty-lour courses with 832 boys and another
twenty-four with 818 girls, plus sixteen co-educational
courses with 618 students --a total of 2,331 students. Up to
April 1941, there were also four advanced courses ... in
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time, trade courses on a college and even university level,
with a broad theoretical curriculum, were established ... "

A profound seriousness enveloped the class-
rooms and workshops. Disciplined studies were pursued as
if every cranny in the Nazi pattern had to be utilized to the
utmost. Teachers and students alike acted as though they
must absorb by every hour permitted all that might
otherwise take days and even years of schooling. Education
was a temporary lease on life itself in a setting constantly
shadowed by doom.

But learning as such was far from the sole
motivation. The exigencies of Ghetto existence cut through
this. Historian Isaiah Trunk notes that " There were also
courses of immediate, practical utility, such as gardening
and farming ... But typically also included the study of
botany, chemistry and related sciences. "

In the first two years of the Occupation, even
while the noose was tightening, the ghetto was sealed off
and huge numbers were imported and deported constantly,
those with work could still manage somehow. During the
last months of the ghetto, the only way to get food was to
have a work card and be assigned to a shop. Those with
ORT certificates usually found employment.

" The Damocles sword of extermination hangs
constantly over the heads of the Warsaw Jews, " Ringel-
blum wrote in 1943. " Their fate is tied to that of the shops.
So long as the shops have orders, the Jews have the right to
live . If the shops go out of existence, they lose the right
to live. "
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ORT became a major supplier of tools and
machines to enable its graduates to set up shops. It
provided not only sewing machines to tailors but also
scissors, thread, needles, a bench to sit on and a table to
work at. Much of this material was manufactured in the
ORT workshops. Instruments were even provided to
doctors and dentists.

Not only in Warsaw but in the ghetto of
Lodz—help was given to weavers by the ORT Weavers
Cooperative.

" Permission for trade schools was granted more
liberally, for it meant training a 'Jewish labor force' for the
Germans, " writes Historian Trunk. Schools could therefore
be organized under the Gestapo guns in Piotrkow,
Czestochowa, Rzezow and elsewhere.

In the walled-in Ghetto of Kovno on Purim,
1942, a group of ORT teachers led by Jacob Oleiski, by
dint of the ingenuity and courage of desperation, initiated a
program, which began with forty youth. Oleiski records
that equipment had to be smuggled into the Ghetto by
instructors at great risk. On August 26, 1942, the semi-
clandestine establishment was ordered closed, but by
November the Judenrat " succeeded in convincing the new
Ghetto chief that the school was indispensable to the
industry there. " This time the school reopened with five
courses and many more youngsters.

While this could be done lives were saved, time
was bought. The Kovno school, like that in the Warsaw
Ghetto, was imbued not only with survival but equally with

a passionate insistence on preserving the spirit and tradition



of a people. The Kovno school, too, became a hub of the
cultural life of the Ghetto. Even with news of the death
camps filtering back, there were lectures in art and
literature. A choir of over 100 voices was organized, a
drama circle gave plays, a library of salvaged books was
opened.

In July 1943, the ORT school in the Kovno
Ghetto presented an exhibition of student arts and crafts
and as part of this culture festival, offered dramatic plays
based on the writings of I. L. Peretz.

What was it like?

" Teachers and pupils became one family.
Together they cleared the rubble ... together they chopped
wood to heat the freezing rooms ... children sat huddled
on the floors, or stood leaning against the wall, supporting
their notebooks on their fellow students' shoulders. "

But the inevitable was only a matter of time.
Toward the close of March 1944, the program was
incorporated into the Ghetto shops as a cover for its
students. This continued until the ultimate mass liquidation
in July 1944.

What of the directorate of all this in Poland?
ORT Director Joseph Jashunski, a heroic and imposing
personality, reported to his office daily until he and his
family were carried off to Treblinka.

The End Approaches
ON JULY 22, 1942, the Germans began systematic
deportations to bring the Warsaw Ghetto to an end. We
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owe to some overpowering instinct for order, even on the
brink of doom, the information that ORT establishments in
the Warsaw Ghetto were then working on 572 sewing
machines. It was a time of general starvation, but those in
the ORT shops were among the fortunates who received a
bowl of soup and 100 grams of bread a day.

On Nlarch 1, 1944. a few days before he NAJs
murdered, Ringelblum wrote:

" The ORT also developed a many-sided pro-
gram. The lives of tens of thousands of adults as well as
children were saved by the aid of these institutions.

" 'Ihe main achievement of the schools was not
so much in communication of knowledge as such, "
Historian Trunk writes in an evaluation of the significance
or these acti\ ides. " Conditions were anything but condu-
cive jo that. But in the spiritual support they provided the
Pupil exposed to the demoralizing influence of Ghetto life,
they brought emotional relief and even joy into an
otherwise frightful existence ...

Ultimately, mithing could stem the genocidal
fury. In the ruins that enveloped the ghetto were buried the
shops, the teachers, the workers and the pupils of ORT.
But the epic of resistance of the Warsaw Ghetto endures
among the noblest treasures of the human spirit. Their
Kiddush Hashem remains an indestructible memorial to
European Jewry.
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Postwar Reconstruction

NOT UNTILWAR'SENDlifted the shroud, did the full extent
of the Nazi destruction become apparent. As the Allied
armies advanced, they came upon not only the grisly
mementos of the Nazi death machine, but also the camps
of the " walking dead, " the skeletal cadavers who somehow
had remained alive. Yet it is almost symbolic of the hunger
for life itself, and for its revival, that the same camps, in a
matter of months, became the scene of a phenomenal
rehabilitation; and it was these same walking dead whose
survival had seemed problematic at best, who were quickly
to become human again—capable once more of hopes and
dreams, frustrations and strivings.

The initial camp population expanded rapidly
with a flood of new arrivals from the East, many of whom
had returned to their homes to find only ashes and hate.
The hopes of many for re-establishment in their former
habitations were dashed in 1946, when 43 Jews were
pogrommed to death at Kielce, Poland.

A study of the DP mood at the time noted:
" If there is one thing that is crystal clear about the
mentality of the Jewish DPs, it is that they have ruled out
repatriation as an alternative, just as they have excluded the
possibility of permanently establishing themselves in Ger-
many and Austria. The question of whether they would
ever return to any country of origin was consistently met
with a chorus of negative replies ... visits to Czechoslo-
vakia and Poland established the fact that ... the great
majority of the local Jews are eager to migrate to Israel. In
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brier, the Jewish DPs !lase neither nostalgia nor appetite
for their countries of origin.

By the end of 1947, there were some 270,000 in
the camps of Germany. Austria and Italy. Other tens of
thousands were scattered outside the camps, across the map
of Europe. A single obsession dominated all, to get out of
the Etiropean charnel hou.e. But the early hopes for speedy
emigration \\ere dissipated. Waiting for a visa became the
only activity, with disastrous ellCcts on morale.

Now that the problem of food no longer exists
and the fear or death has been removed. they hase reVerted

to their l'ormer status of human beings and now they have
time to ponder ... lack of work leads to demoralization ...
it is Mconceivablc that thousands of human beings should

remain sitting in the camps without a single. solitary thing

to do. "

So spoke Dr. Zalinan Grinberg, chairman of the
Jewish Central Committee for DPs in Germany in 1946.

The need for vocational training and work was
esident. The ORT courses which emerged in the camps

quickly became beehives of purposeful activity, in glaring
contrast to the apathy about them. 1 he solution to the

Problem of waiting. Dr. Grinberg said:

Lies primarily in one direction, and that is to
supply them with a useful Occupation. That this is true is
e\ idenced by the fact that for the past eight months there
has been a uni‘ersal demand by the displaced persons for

workshops, for training courses.
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And indeed, the resurrection of ORT among the
DPs began with the inmates of the camps themselves.

Beginning of the DP Program
ON THEHEELSOFthe Liberation, a handful of veteran ORT
workers—headed by Jacob Oleiski, former director of ORT
in Lithuania and later director of ORT in Israel—who were
in the camp at Landsberg near Dachau, established the first
vocational course. In December 1945, the first training
center in the British Zone was instituted at Bergen-Belsen
by another group of former ORT instructors.

In November 1945, Dr. David Lvovitch arrived
in Munich to organize the work on a stable basis and to
expand it. He reached an agreement with the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency, later succeeded
by the International Refugee Organization, under the terms
of which UNRRA agreed to support the extension of ORT
work in the camps. Subsequent understandings were
reached with the JDC and the Central Committee of the
DPs.

ORT became the recognized vocational agency
for the camps. Machines and equipment were brought in.
Hundreds of instructors were recruited from among
surviving ORT personnel, and DP engineers, educators
and craftsmen. ORT headquarters was flooded with
requests from all directions. Classes and workshops
sprouted wherever there were groups of survivors. By the
end of 1945, there were 1,895 persons enrolled in ORT in
Germany. Two years later, the number had swelled to
10,624.
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Extended to Auvria and Itah
T1111LAiTER PART OF 1946, ORT received a request made

jointly by UNRRA. Rabbi Philip Bernstein, the Special

Advisor on Jewish Affairs to the U.S. Army, and the

Vienna Jewish community to introduce into Austria

Programs similar to those activated in Germany. ORT
responded immediately and centers of two types were

opened: within the camps, as in Germany, and central
schools in Vienna. Salzburg and Linz, for residents in

nearby camps and DPs lising outside the camps.

A few months later. the program was extended
to Italy. Here were concentrated those planning to get to
Palestine quickly. The type of sers ices instituted was geared
to preparation for such emigration. Fields were chosen with

an eye to what would be useful in Palestine, for example,
an agricultural training program near Turin and a center

for constuction workers in Milan --masons, roofers, carpen-

ters and stone cutters.

Courses were formed subsequently for training
or ship's pilots, most Of whose graduates went on to Israel.
Other maritime schools were conducted at this time in

Marseilles and London, and their end-goals, as in Italy,

were training for clandestine blockade running to Palestine.

Hy the end of 1947. ORT had become a
network or over 700 courses located in the DP camps of

Europe. The phenomenal number of 22,620 persons was
enrolled that year, almost one-tenth of the DP population

of the time. 934 teachers taught more than fifty trades.
including metal machining, shoemaking and carpentry--

traditional Jewish trades--hut also automobile motor
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repairing, dental mechanics, millinery designing. typesetting,
goldsmithing, watch repairing and such relati\ely complex
fields as optics and surveying.

Ainong those enrolled were the passengers or

the ill-fated Exodus, after then- return to the British Lone.
On November 17, 1947, six classes were inaugurated in the
Emden and Seng Walden camps, where they s ere detained.

The ORT representatives ssere greeted with enthusiasm.

" They are all eager to prepare For productise lire in
Palestine, a report noted.

These activities had a dramatic impact upon the
people or the camps, by in\ olving them in their own

restoration. Energies once more stimulated flowed intJ
productive use or mind and skill. Positise acti\ ity released a

sense or confidence. The inch\ idual selr was renewed in the
process. Most significant was the return to an acceptance or
work as an errectise lire salue.
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The Rehabilitation of Work

UNDER THE NAZIS, LABOR had become a genocidal weapon.
It had been inflicted as such on the survivors. Many had
passed into death camps through archways inscribed in
cynical deception " Arbeit Macht Frei "—Work Makes
Freedom—which they had lived as daily hunger and
sadistic torture ultimately dissolved in cyanide gas and
ovens. Yet, self-renewal and mastery of one's own fate
called for an almost defiant confidence in the value of
productive self-use, that hands and minds together,
properly trained, could be the tools for belief that a useful
and accepted place could be carved out in the world. ORT
implicitly defined its program in the camps as so motivated.

" When we speak of the reconstruction of
human labor, let us not think only of wrecked factories, or
of.the physical working power of peoples which have been
ruined, but above all of work which has been hit in its
psychic origins, dishonored by misuse, disgraced by military

Compulsion and depreciated, " wrote Dr. Aron Syngalowski.

The problem of restoring a sense of the value of
labor was especially acute among the young, and the DP
population, the Sheerith Hapletah, the Surviving Remnant
contained a very substantial youthful element. The old had
perished; the new had not been born. The largest age
bracket was between 20-30. In the U.S. Zone alone, there

Were an estimated 26,000 youths, most of them adolescents.
They had not had any schooling for five and six years. The
education of many had barely begun when it came to an
end.
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If this generation was to be salvaged, it had to
be taught a new set of life values. Beyond mechanical
techniques, the ORT schools for youth sought to teach the
positive significance and dignity of labor.

At the end of 1948, fully one-third of the
student body in Germany and Austria was 14-17 years old.
Other youth centers were in operation in France, Italy,
Switzerland, Holland and Belgium. This concern with youth
pointed the direction which the ORT program would
eventually take. In France and Italy, and also in other
European countries, the basis for the future vocational high
schools was laid at this time.

A Passport to Freedom
To GAINACCEPTANCEBYthe camp inhabitants, the program
had to be geared to emigration. The relevance of the
workshops to this was self-evident. The ORT diploma was
recognized by governments as a valid certificate of trade
qualification and, as such, served as an immigration
document that helped many to get their visas. The ORT
diploma became known as a passport of freedom.

The situation was described in 1948 by Dr.
William Haber, then Special Advisor on Jewish Affairs to
General Clay in the U.S. Zone: " Immigration possibilities
exist for overseas countries, but only to the extent that trained
people can be sent there. .. "

Last Stage of DP Work
THE TIDEBEGANTOturn with the independence of Israel in
May 1948. The exodus from the camps was further
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accelerated by the U.S. Displaced Persons Act of 1948. As
the refugees left the \ ocational network contracted. Tools
and machines were sent to Israel to form the equipment
base for many of the schools which were later established
there.

A new phase emerged and grew in importance- -
occupational therapy and rehabilitation of the tubercular
and the disabled --conducted jointly with the IRO, the JDC
and the Jewish Agency.

Thus in .December 1948. a report noted: " Great
efforts are being made to develop existing courses and to
improve the three new schemes for invalids, young people
and ex-TI3 patients. It has been proven that about 25
percent or the invalids examined can be trained in a new
skill and a number of them have been admitted to normal

schools. The rehabilitation centers for ex-TI3 cases in
Passau and Bayrisch-Gemain have been extended and the
third rehabilitation center for pre-vocational training at
Gauting has been put into shape.

This phase continued until the closing of the
center for tuberculars at Grottoferatta, Italy, in 1952. The
last ORT course for .DPs ended with the closing of the last

DP camp at Foehrenwald, Germany, in 1956.

An Estanate of the DP Phase, and After
ORT's WORK IN "HIE 1)P camps stands out as an
extraordinary chapter. The situation was hardly conducive

to such programs. Camp conditions were unstable. The
future was uncertain. A feeling that resettlement was
imminent was the major constant and fervent hope.

Migration made for a fluid population: yet paradoxically,
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planned, structured training, the very antithesis of this
instability, became the Foundation on which many forgi_id
their futures. Never before had vocational training been
applied on so large a scale to a refugee situation. which is
always inherently mercurial. By doing so. ORT established
a new principle of social work applied to refugees. which
has since gained general recognition.

It is impossible to estiniiite the human salue of
the vast work of rehahilitation accomplished in the camps.
Some SO.000 persons, one in e ery Four of the DPs passed
through the vocational centers. An objective estimate was
rendered by a U.S. Congressional committee imestigating
the camps. Its report declared: " ORT has done the
best job of vocational training in the DP camps.

The end of the DP phase did not, as wits
expected, end the refugee era. Flight, enforced hy
persecution, hardship and fear, has remained one of the
unremitting aspects of post-World War II Jewish life.
Vocational aid to refugees in Europe therefore continues in
cooperation with the U.N. H igh Commissioner for
Refugees and the U.S. Escapee Program. During a large
part of the fifties, the U.S.E.P. assigned to ORT
responsibility for training refugees from behind the Iron
Curtain without regard to creed. This program centered in
Germany. Austria and Italy.

In East Europe
WAR'S I:ND REOPL Fn the possibility of establishing contact
with the suryivMg communities of Eastern Europe. The
area had been radically transformed. Russia was closed to
access. Lithuania, Latcia, I3ukovina and Bessarabia, for-
merly rich fields of ORT activity, had been absorbed hy the
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Soviet Union. Above all else, the largest community in

Poland, had practically vanished. A straggling remnant of
some 80,000 was all that remained of the more than 31/2
million before the war. There were 350,000 in Rumania,
200,000 in Hungary, 50,000 in Bulgaria and 20,000 in
Czechoslovakia.

ORT together with the JDC came to their aid.
The work began with accelerated courses for " declassed "
adults. Once this most pressing task was under way, regular
full-time schools for adolescent youth were also instituted.

During the brief period that was allowed ORT
for this work, it was able to assist large segments of these
Communities to achieve a substantial level of economic
recovery. By 1947, there was hardly an aggregation of Jews

of any size in Eastern Europe that did not have an ORT
Institution—in Poland in fourteen cities, in Rumania in

eight cities, in Hungary in eight, in Bulgaria in two and in
Czechoslovakia in six.

By the end of 1949, the Iron Curtain descended.
All international Jewish organizations, ORT among them,
were excluded. But between the resumption of work after
the war and the cessation of activities, at least 20,000
Persons passed through ORT programs. A considerable
Portion of them succeeded in migrating to Israel.

Occasionally, an obscure incident that might
easily be lost or forgotten, illuminates in a brief flash of
revelation, the larger significance of the tide of events. Such

an incident took place in Sofia, Bulgaria. The community
has always been peripheral to the great Jewish settlements
of Eastern Europe, and the ORT school set-up after World
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War II was neither the largest nor the most ack anced in the
area. Yet, when the Iron Curtain came down in Bulgaria.
the ORT schools were not simply abandoned as elsewhere.
Instead, teachers and students were transplanted ati an
ongoing, functioning service, to an old Arab factory
building in Jaffa, Israel. This Jaffa school, one of ORT's
first in Israel, became the seedbed out of which linalk
evoked the Syngalo\\ ski ORT Center on Derech Hatayassin
in Tel Aviv, the largest and most sophisticated institution
of its kind in Israel and for that matter in the Middle East.

The wholesale movement of the Solia school
symbolically expressed the tacit realization of survk ing
communities that restoration of viability in Eastern Europe
was a mirage. They had opted to link their future with the
first Jewish state in 2,000 years. When ORT was allowed to
renew its work in Poland in 1956, the great majority of
graduates also chose emigration to Israel, with the appro al
of the government.
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Rebuilding the Structure

BY PLUNGING INTO THE chaos of the DP camps,
establishing refugee programs many of which could later be
converted to serve the indigenous populations, by renewing
bonds, however brief, with the East European communities
and enabling the migration of many—by all these and

similar decisive steps—ORT succeeded in making the
difficult passage from war and annihilation—in which it
had lost all its former institutions, most of its students and
personnel—into the postwar era of Jewish history.

The continuity of ORT was forged by these acts
of linkage with the Jewish condition. To realize its potential
for service, it was not enough to participate in Jewish
reconstruction, however, ORT had to reconstruct itself.

New bases of support had to be found, new organizations
established, new financial sources created, a new leadership

formed and a new cadre of teachers put together.

Totally new indigenous committees had to be
organized to administer the work in Italy, Holland,

Belgium, Greece and other continental countries where
ORT had no prior history to build on. Supporting
organizations had to be developed throughout Europe, in
Canada, Latin America and elsewhere.

In England, an ORT group had been established
as far back as 1921 with the post-First World War relief

efforts. The Jewish Reconstruction Fund, which had been
created by ORT, and which between the wars financed the
agrIcultural activities in Eastern Europe, had its head-
quarters in London. The Berlin school had been transferred
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to Leeds in August 1939. In 1946, a training center was
instituted in London for youth saved from the death camps.
A hachshara farm was established at Goldington. But this
work was merely temporary. The training farm continued
to function minimally until the early Sixties, when it
terminated. It is interesting to note, however, that British
farm equipment plants were involved in study projects for
Israeli agronomists organized by ORT throughout the
Sixties, and this continues.

ORT's position in Britain was not so much
operational, as organizational, involving the replenishment
and enlargement of its committees of supporters in order to
harness effectively the resources of this substantial com-
munity in support of ORT's work in other areas. Under
young and vigorous leadership, considerable strides have
been made. In 1960, the Eightieth Anniversary Congress of
ORT was held in London, and this had a stimulating effect
on the entire British ORT structure.

In South Africa, since the thirties, considerable
funds had been contributed for ORT activities in Europe.
In the post-war years, the Lazarus Farm was established as
a local training and hachshara program. A vocational
guidance bureau was organized in Johannesburg which
advises and guides thousands of youth in their choice of a
trade or apprenticeship. Manual training classes were
installed in many of the Jewish elementary schools. In 1965,
a course in plastics technology was instituted which offers
technician training to South African Jewish Youth.

It is as a contributor, however, particularly to
the work in Israel, that the South African community has
made its greatest mark in ORT.
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Developments in the CS.
MOST SIGNIFICANT foR ORT's post-war development was
the base of support in the U.S. The American community
had become the largest in the world. It responded
generously to the plight of the hoplitah and
assumed decisive responsibility for post-war Jewish recons-
truction. In 1947. to assure the funds required by the
expanding DP operations, OR.F reached an agreement with
the JDC under which the latter granted to ORT a fixed
sum out of United Jewish Appeal and other income. In
turn, American ORT agreed not to conduct independent
fund-raising drives. but to limit itself to membership dues.

It could also obtain gifts of machines and tools.

With this minimum financial floor assured the
entire development during the next two decades and

beyond. especially the capacity to evoke programs in new
areas and to grow, was placed on a more secure basis. The

MC agreement has been renewed annually. In the almost
quarter century between 1947 and 1970. the JDC subvened
OR-rs work to a total of o  er S38.000,000. This v as the
maM budgetary pillar for ORrs operations and develop-
ment.

A second element in American ORT devel-
opment was organizational. At the time of the JDC
Agreement. the structure was geared primarily to fund-

raising campaigning. A con\ cntion in 1949 mandated
reorganization based on membership. Progress was slow

1-11.101the middle Sixties. but in 1967 a set of goals and an
Implementing program were established. By 1970. men's
ORT had begun to become a presence in a i-_,,rowingnumber
of communit ies.
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In the late Thirties, Labor, Landsmanschaft and
other groups were organized. The Jewish labor movement
was the first segment of the American community to rally
to ORT and it has remained a basic pillar of support to the
present day.

Growth of Women's American ORT
BY FAR THE MOST spectacular expansion was registered by
Women's American ORT. Founded in 1927, the group had
achieved a membership of somewhat over 12,000 in 1950.
By 1970 it had become the fastest growing Jewish women's
organization in the country, with a membership of nearly
90,000 organized in 700 chapters.

These numbers indicate pervasive imbedding in
the very texture of the communities across America. It had
enlisted a large, highly motivated membership and leader-
ship of extraordinary dedication. It has been imaginative
and daring in its projection into the community. Nathan
Gould, executive director of Women's American ORT,
must be credited as the central force at the head of a
devoted leadership impelling this development.

Women's American ORT has brought the name
of ORT into every substantial community across the United
States. Its activities constitute a continuous educational
campaign on the meaning and work in which ORT is
engaged. It rooted ORT in communal life as never before,
and at many levels.

Increased financial contributions paralleled
organizational growth. By 1970, it was contributing at the
rate of about $1,800,000 annually. During the post-war
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Years, up to 1970 WAO's financial support was over
$15,000,000, an astonishing sum when it is realized that it
was obtained through membership activities.

There is no corner of ORT not affected by this
achievement. Women's American ORT support over the
years, while always basic to funding of the ongoing
Operation, has also channeled its aid into programs of
accelerated adult training, scholarships for training of
teachers, medical and health services to students, social
assistance to help provide meals, clothing, cultural and
recreational facilities, apprenticeship as well as school
Construction and equipment.

The most impressive results were embodied in
the organization's construction of the Aron Syngalowski
Center in Tel Aviv, and in the aid it provided toward the
establishment of a network of large apprentice training
Centers in Israel. The Jeannette 0. Gayl ORT Apprentice-
ship Center in Haifa carries the name of a late-president of
Women's American ORT.

Other Financing Sources
THECENTRALORT BUDGETassigns the allocations to each
school and country operation. Yet the principle of local
financing and responsibility has remained inviolate. Thus in
1970, about two-thirds of the entire ORT expenditure of
almost twenty million dollars was covered locally by
community and government subvention. Three-fourths of
the budget of the extensive French operation is covered
within France, much of it in the form of an apprenticeship
tax which ORT is authorized to collect. Two-thirds of the
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cost of the Italian schools is produced in Italy, again a
large share from the government.

Almost 80 percent of the Israel program is
locally financed and, indeed, it may he said that a great
part of the phenomenal growth of the Israeli program has
been increasingly underwritten by local support, fortified by
steadily rising contributions from international ORT
sou Ries.

Other funds are forthcAnning from ORT gimps
in Canada, England, Scandinavia, South Africa, South
America, Switzerland and elsewhere. The Jewish Coloniza-
tion Association and such community 'bodies as the Baron
de Hirsch Fund, the Canadian Jewish Congress, the South
African Jewish Appeal and the combined appeals or
Denmark, Finland and Latin America, all participate in
ORT financing.

When the above is included With the American
and JDC grants. the pattern of ORT financing becomes an
indication of its position ati an agency of world Jewry and
tangible expressions of recognition and confidence hy
governments as well as communities. Nevertheless, this has
not spared ORT from deficits and serious budget hardships.
Indeed, at no time during the post-war period has income
kept pace with the rate of program growth_

It IS clear that growth was by no means merely
statistical, in terms of the numbers of enrolled and the
number of teachers and program units. In addition, the two
decades since 1950 witnessed an " educational explosion "
focused on the establishment of full-fledged high schools
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and technical institutes, whose aims and facilities are
infinitely more complex and therefore more costly than the
DP camp Workshop. This is necessarily reflected in the
ORT budget, which in 1950. stood at about $2,900,000 and
ror 1970 was over S19.000.000. With the perspectives of the
Seventies in \ iew. it is estimated that annual cost will
exceed 520.000,000 early in this decade.

Change in Leadership

(INTP Al. BODY responsible for operations remained the
World ORT Union; the new financial and organization
accretions gave it \igor and means. Under the leadership of
Dr. Aron Syngalowski, a strong directing authority was
organized at Geneva, Switzerland.

Until 1956, Dr. Aron Syngalowski wa s the
guidMg spirit of ORT in all its aspects. It was he who
conceived the idea of a teachers' training institution, took
the first steps to establish the Israel program. presided over
the central office and was chairman of- the Executke
Committee of the World ORT Union. With his death on
October 7. 1956, ORT lost the last of that exceptional
triumvirate Bramson, Lvovitch and Syngalowski, each of
whom complemented the other in talents and abilities, and
who had made ORT into a world organization.

Dr. William I laher, president of American
ORT, has been chairman of the Central Board or the ORT
Union since 1955. In January 1957, Max A. Braude, who
had served as Director since 1951, was designated Director
General with responsibility for the entire operation. in June
1958, Daniel Mayer. prominent statesman and former



French Minister of Lahor, was elected chairman of the
Executive Committee.

These changes in personnel were symbolic of the
emergence of a new leadership. In their person. they are
indicative of the latest phase of ORT history.
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Post-War Pattern Emerges

FAR-REACHING CHANGES took place in Jewish life between
1948-50 producing a radically new pattern of Jewish
existence. This was sharply reflected in ORT. During the
first seventy years, its center of activities had been Europe;
during the following period, it shifted, in response to the
new distribution of Jewish population. By 1970, almost four

Out of five students were enrolled in ORT institutions
outside of Europe. Of youth in the regular ORT vocational
high schools, only one in ten was studying in a European
ORT school.

In 1949, the largest program was in Germany;
in 1970, it is in Israel. 1949 was the last year of work in
Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and in
Poland until resumed almost a decade later. In their place,
there appeared on the ORT map, Algeria, Iran, Israel,

Morocco, Tunisia and India. ORT operations spanned five
continents and served Jewish communities in almost a score
of countries.

The characteristics of trainees also changed. In
1949, at the crest of the DP wave, seven out of ten were
over eighteen years of age, and many were over forty. In
the Sixties, the proportions were reversed; three out of four
were under eighteen. If the type of vocational institution
that best conformed to the needs of the " population on
wheels " in the DP camps was the brief, intensive, highly
practical course, the basic educational unit suited to today's
adolescents is the secondary vocational school of three and
four years, with a rounded curriculum in the sciences,
humanities and cultural subjects alongside the vocational
studies which themselves have a far deeper content.
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kven the method of instruction had !nosed with
the times. Traditional lessons and lectures still hase a place.
But in an age of vast revolutions in educ:Jional practices
and the extensive use of tcchnolor,,y in education, the ORT
school now utilizes audio-% isual aids. teaching-machine
concepts of programming. closed circuit telesision - the
" hards are and - software or today's most advanced
pedagogic concepts. OR'I", in fact, emerged as ',HI experi-
mental and inno%ative educational system, constantlY
searching out enhancing passibilities in ness systems or
instruction and school administration.

Whereas the typical progr,n of refugee training
concentrated on light industry and sers ice trades. the
vocational high school and technical institnte  shich
characterize the contemporary program hase radically
shilled across the occupational spectrum to stress basic
heavy industry skills, and more and more to the new
science-based skills. The basic industry skills include
machine tool operation and other branches of metal work,
diesel and internal combustion enghles and automobile
repair. electric welding. refrigeration and air-conditioning,
agro-mechanics, as well as such complex fields as machine
design and construction.

But what is most striking in the ORT school's
curriculum today is the greater weight on the academic side
of mathematics, physics, chemistry, metrology; and occu-
pationally the opening of possibilities in industrial and
other aspects of electronics, laboratory skills, computer
science, telecommunication, design and drafting. esen
automation and aeronautics. It is in this direction,
responsise to the new technologies, that ORT program;
were moving at the outset or the Seventies.

r-
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Training of Teachers
SINCENOEDUCATIONALsystem can rise above the level of its

teachers, it is apparent that none of these developments

would have been possible without the availability of a

qualified teaching staff, a corps of instructors ready to go

where needed. Since 1949, ORT has partially met the

problem by operating its own institute for male instructors

at Anieres, Switzerland. A similar institute for women

teachers was conducted for a short while in Paris.

The first recruits at Anieres were Europeans cast
adrift by the upheaval of World War II. But by 1952, the

schools in Israel and Moslem areas were supplying their
own graduates for instructor training. Since 1959, teaching

candidates are assigned to the Higher Technical College of

Geneva; these studies are supplemented by Institute

activities. All students are required to pass an official Swiss

qualifying exam.

Some 300 teachers have been trained by the
Institute. Since the problem the Institute was set up to solve

prevails in many countries, success has brought it
international renown. Its methods have been studied by

vocational specialists of twelve European countries.

At the end of its first decade, the Institute
turned to other tasks. The training of technicians assumed

growing importance. In cooperation with the Ruppin

Agricultural Institute of Israel, a series of courses was

organiz,ed for Israeli technicians selected from farm

settlements, for advanced study in agromechanics. To help

relieve one of Israel's most serious personnel deficits, a

program was introduced for training foremen and super-
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visors for Israeli industry. These courses were conducted in
conjunction with the Israeli Ministry of Labor, the
Histadrut and the International Labor Organization.

The Institute became the center for one phase of
ORT's increasingly significant technical assistance services.
At the request of the Swiss government, the Institute's
teacher training facilities organized special projects for
instruction to groups of Iranians and Congolese. It became
the main staging headquarters for the briefing of staffs
assigned to U.S. government projects in West Africa and
the training of teachers for these countries. Training was
also organized for the U.S. Peace Corps.

Concern with constantly advancing standards of
instruction in the ORT schools in line with new concepts
and techniques led to the establishment of audio-visual
studies, an electronic teaching laboratory and experimen-
tation with programmed instruction, the so-called teach-
ing machines.

To keep pace with rapid developments, it is not
enough to up-date programs and methods. Teachers, too,
must go back to school periodically. Teacher re-training has
become an Institute function, through seminars focusing on
specialized subjects. All of the major ORT networks have
established programs to expose their teachers to advances
in their fields, sometimes within ORT, sometimes using
other experts and facilities.

In these diverse ways, the Institute remains a
flexible tool constantly adapting to changing demands.

The Institute continues its original mission of
educating teachers for ORT schools. In recent years,
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howner, other teacher training plans have been put into
effect. One example is the in-service teacher apprentice
program in Tunis. Most significantly, a whole gamut of
teacher training projects was inaugurated in Israel, several

or them with the Ministries of Education and Labor.

The incorporation of teacher education and
facilities for periodic updating of their knowledge is an
outgrowth of experience since the inception of the Central
ORT Institute in 1949. ORT remains unique in this. Rarely
does a school system at the secondary level take
responsibility for this function. Usually school systems rely

on higher educational institutions to perform this task for
them. Not so ORT.

One effect has been to provide a cadre of
teachers with an esprit de corps and sense of mission.
Another has been the opening of vocational teaching as a
desirable and honored profession. both arnong ORT
students, whose instructors become models of this, and
within the communities at large.
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A New Kind of Program

THE l'IRSI HALF or the Fifties was largely devoted to
founding the new ORT institutions and to gaining new
experience under diverse conditions in nes areas, e\ en
while serving the residual needs or the hard core  ici;ins or
the European catastrophe. During the second half of the
decade, the program grew rapidly, doubling in the number
annually enrolled and in the number or educational units.

Fall-17edged High Schools
DLR1NG iii DP .AND refugee period, it was necessary to
be ingenious in de  ising ways of expanding and contractilw
the programs on an as-needed basis. but the vocational
school which forms the backbone of the program today is a
permanent establishment, with substantial buildings, up-to-
date machinery and educational services. resolvint; around
a curriculum that provides comprehenske secondary
schooling to its pupils.

The ORT vocational high school was something
new in the constellation of communal institutions. Sonic
trade schools at the secondary lesel had existed in Eastern
Europe before the Second World War, but these were
exceptional and rare. After all. secondary schoolinQ as an
educational category was rare in Eastern and even Western
Europe, and practically non-existent in African nid Asian
areas oF Jewish habitation. One of the institutional
transformtions in Europe since the end of the Second
World War has been the emergence of high schools for all.

ORT created such schools in Western Europe
and in North Africa. Iran, India and most extenskely in
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Israel. The ORT vocational, and increasingly technical,

high school was for many areas a new institution in the

web of communal life, an infusion whose importance

cannot be over-estimated, since it introduced another
definition and channel of expression of education for Jewish

youth. While not " invented " in the Fifties, the great

achievement was the proliferation and acceptance of such

schools as a Jewish concern, and their organization into

national networks.

Practically all ORT construction in the countries

of operation was focused on building high schools during
the Fifties. Enrollment increased 300 percent. The weight of

this phase of ORT rose so markedly as to shift radically the

gravity of the program.

The major accent of ORT since its inception
had been to redress occupational and economic hardship

among Jews already in difficulty. The vocational high

schools fulfilled a more profound function. By equipping a

considerable segrient of a generation with modern skills

and contemporary minds, ORT energized the communities

affected, moving them into the 20th century, and also

preserving and even strengthening their Jewish communal
existence.

In Israel, where the first ORT schools were
organized almost immediately after State independence, the

program spread into a national network in the Fifties and

quickly became one of the crucibles for nation-building.

The new State, flooded with newcomers poor in
the skills with which to develop a modern technology,
required vocational and technical schools in a hurry and on
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a broad scale. The ORT growth was responske to these
critical and basic requirements. A few figures indicate the
velocity and spread. In 1950, enrollment at the ORT schools
in Jaffa, Jerusalem, Rehoyoth, Ramie and Kfar Abraham
totalled 1,736.13y 1960, there were 10.306 ..tudents at schools
in twenty cities and towns.

Social Innovation
FOR MOST OF youth enrolled. the ORT school was often
the only possibility of a high school education of any kind.
The courses of study included all the elements normal to
this level—the sciences, history, literature and Jewish
studies. In addition to the technical subjects, recreation and
library facilities were provided.

In Casablanca, Teheran. Milan and Strasbourg --
and more recently in Villiers-le-Bel outside Paris, in
Nathanya and in Ashdod in Israel --the pupil lives M a
dormitory and is under the school's twenty-four hour care.
Hot meals are provided, often, as in Iran and North Africa,
the only real meal of the day. Clothing is distributed. There
is a medical clinic in each school. These and other social
services are not " extras " grafted on the program, but
constitute the condition which makes it possible for many
to he ahle to attend the schools at all.

Teaching standards are high and are steadily
improved by a constant flow of new publications and
pedagogic material issued by the central headquarters of the
ORT Union. Considerable stress is placed on quality of
performance by teacher and student. As a consequence, the
schools have acquired a reputation for excellence. attested
to by specialists and government officials.
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From their first establishment, these schools
accepted as standards and as courses of studies, the

requirements of the various state education authorities, but

these were regarded as minimal and the ORT school
demanded of itself and its teachers much more in the

intensity and level of studies. Jewish subjects and a Jewish

milieu pervade, creating an energizing atmosphere. As a

recurrent check on ORT performance, ORT students were

required to qualify on state or industrial examinations—and

they have consistently scored in the highest brackets.

If the vocational high school became in the
Fifties the heart of the program and is even more so today,

from this spinal column has been extended a wide gamut of

training that reaches out to many different segments of the

population through apprentice plans, adult courses, post-

secondary technical institutes and many others.

Not only have the educational forms been
adapted to circumstances, but their context has been

determined according to local job markets and industrial

requirements. Seventy different occupations are included in

the curriculum, as varied as metal machining, computer

technology and automation, air-conditioning and refrigera-

tion, and tractor mechanics, across the gamut to secretarial

skills, laboratory technology, haute couture, marine special-

ties and hotel service trades.

Modernizing an Ancient
Community—North Africa
ONE OF THEMAJORevents of the post-war period was the

" rediscovery " of the Jewish communities in the Moslem

lands. There had been Jews in North Africa at least since
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the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple. After the
expulsion from Spain in the 15th century, thousands of
Jewish refugees came to North Africa. Some 500,000 Jews
lived in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria in 1950 when ORT
began its work there.

Their occupational pattern reflected ancient
restrictions that banished North African Jews to the
margins of society. Traditionally excluded from the land,
they swarmed into stifling ghettos, enduring a life-style that
was medieval. Economic life focused on the bazaar. Large
families and small livelihoods were the rule. A survey made
in the hara of Tunis found that 34 percent of heads of
households had no real occupations. They were itinerant
peddlers, laborers, beggars. Another 14 percent were
cobblers, not one of whom had his own shop. Most of the
rest were under-skilled artisans.

Until ORT's arrival, there was no organized
program of vocational instruction in which the Jewish
population could acquire modern skills. For example, in
1951 there were in all Tunisia no more than eight Jews who
could present themselves for the state examinations for
trade proficiency certificates. By 1959, 111 pupils of the
ORT schools took the official examinations, and that
number continued to increase for years thereafter.

They were, as were their counterparts in other
North African ORT schools, a new breed, the first Jewish
generation in these communities who were automechanics,
refrigeration mechanics, electricians, draftsmen. They be-
came the elite of an emerging modern economy which
gobbled them into the industrializing sectors, offering
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livelihoods beyond the wildest dreams of their poverty-

resigned parents.

The attack on the ghettos was carried on as a

" comhMed operation - of many agencies working in

cooperation—the Alliance Israelite Universelle, JDC, the

health organization OSE. and others.

Some of the results can be seen in the following

figures: In 1949, ORT in Morocco consisted of thc first

beginnings of trade schools in Casablanca. with an

enrollment of 918. At its peak in 1960, thc ORT program

in Morocco consisted of fiftv-seven training units located in

Casablanca, Marrakesh, Tetuan and Sefrou, with an

elll'ollment of almost 5,000 o\,erwhelmingly of youth.

During that same year, ORT schools were

serving almost 700 students in the three main Algerian
cities of Algiers. Constantine and Oran. while in Tunisia,

ORT had achieved an enrollment of almost 2,500 in thirty-

seven training units. The school for boys in the Ariana
district of Tunis had achieved renown as one of the leading

institutions of its kind in the country.

These schools had a revolutionizing effect on the

North African communities. The thrust toward moderni-

zation and technology which they represented was new. The

opportunities for education and for new occupations

Opened fresh paths which were eagerly taken hy large

numbers of youth who recognized in ORT a way out of

ancient Ethettos and traditional backwardness.

It is not too much to say that this high degree
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of acceptance invoked a radical transformation of com-
munal attitude, which began by being skeptical and was
won over by the example of what was achieved by ORT
graduates in -terms of jobs, earnings, and improved status.

Of particular signilicance are the girls' schools.
The very opening of vocational schook for Jewish girls was
a radical break with the traditional role 1,vhich women had
been consigned for ages in North Africa. The spirit of these
students, whose mothers had perhaps never strayed beyond
the narrow quarter of the street on which they lived, is
often one cf exciting adventure into the uncharted. These
schools have been instruments of their emancipation.

Certainly one of the most poignant develop-
ments was ORT's assumption of operational responsibihty
in 1957 of the first School for Deaf Children in Morocco,
and its swift enlargement and modernization. These are the
afflicted of the inellah for whom there was no place
anywhere. With the aid of electronic devices and a
dedicated group of teachers, all Moroccan Jewish children
so disabled are being taught to speak, many to hear, and all
to learn they are no longer the lost or hopeless, but the
restored.

Transformation in the Sixties
THE DECADEOF TI-IESixties witnessed transformation in all
the North African communities of such magnitude as to
change everything.

Of the 250,000 Jews living in Morocco at the
time ORT began its work, there were in 1970 perhaps
60,000. Of the 80,000 originally in Tunisia, some 12,000
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were left. Hostile reactions during the Six Day War in June
1967, were sufficiently terr4ing as to hasten departures of
many who had held on. Economic squeeze which drove
thousands out of livelihoods, and an inimical atmosphere,
Lonvinced the mass or these communities, and especially the
poor and depressed, that they had no secure futures by
remaining.

Most. if not all, families already had members
or friends located abroad -Israel or France primarily --and
the news they received was attractive. The firm sense that
they had no future in their native lands became deeply
rooted in everyone's mind. In effect, they lived on with a
hall-mind already planning departure. The only question
was when.

The (_)RT schools still serve the greatly reduced
commtmities in Morocco and Tunisia. While diminished in
numbers, these schools have continued to evolve, replenish-

ing their equipment, introducing more science-based studies
and contemporary pedagogic methods. It is fascinating, for
example, to see in use in 'Funis the " NOVA teaching
system developed in Fort Lauderdale. Florida. For their
smaller student bodies, the quality of education oliered is, if

anything, even more superior. Paradoxically, depletion of
these communities has enhanced the position or the schools,
since few if any alternative educaiional possibilities remain
for Jewish youth.

One effect of ORT activities in these areas is an
unexpected " social premium. retrospect, it is clear that
the presence of ORT helped prepare the minds of North
African youth for modern life. One expression of this is
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seen in the ORT schools themselves—in Israel and in
Fiance. Today, these schools enroll far more students of
Moroccan, Tunisian and African origin than ever in the
ORT programs in their native lands. The locale is changed,
but the same people are involved in continuing their reach
toward modernity.

In two decades, about 40,000 persons were
enrolled in North African ORT programs and exposed to
the ideas and practice of current technology. A generation
of Jewish youth was granted hitherto nonexistent oppor-
tunity to break with the dead-end past and to equip
themselves for more dignified and modern lives. Those who
emigrated were were able to find work quickly and to
create a new life on the basis of the skills and knowledge
they had acquired.

In Iran
IN IRAN, A COMMUNITYof 90,000 Jews lived under
conditions of poverty so pervasive as to make chronic
hunger, lethargy and hopelessness the lot of most. The
ORT schools, founded in 1950, were originally intended to
serve Kurdish refugees, who were then living in tents on the
site of the ancient Jewish cemetery outside Teheran,
awaiting departure for Israel. In the process of instruction
in masonry, these first students constructed the walls of the
future school. Electrical students installed a lighting system,
and woodworking students built the furniture. Machinery
was provided by the World ORT Union. The Teheran
school developed into an " ORT City " which today
contains a school for boys, and another for girls, an array
of workshop structures and classroom buildings, several
dormitories and a center of basic education.
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With the departUre of the refugees. ORT's

Program \\ as able to take up the larger task of modernizing

a community which traces its origins to the time of Cyrus
the Great. hut whose daily existence had long since
hardened into a rut or listless misery. Schools for youth, the
first mi.dern trade schools in the country, were opened in

Teheran. Shiraz and lspahan.

tliii l9.57. the biggest prohiem was what to do
ith the graduates. There Nstls too little local industry and

what ei,dsted was incapable of absorbing their skills. To

resoke the dilemma. graduates were established in work-

shops Hi' their ()yin. Funds for the purchase of equipment
were loaned by the Lvovitch Fund. named kor one of the

foundi_irs of the World ORT rnion.

surge or industrialization under the Successive
Se\ en•,ind rise Year Plans completely altered the picture

respeel to job prospects.

ORT graduates constitute the first group ia

modern skilled workmen and technicians in the Jewish
community. Iran had few people 55ha were qualified to

operate and maintain the complex machinery new being
installed. :tut hundreds of yolln$2, men base beerl trained in

the OR schools in tan these lields. and they are now

ilodirl'2, positions of increasing responsibility and remunera-
tion in the emerging economic organizations.

Former students are now working in such
Positions as production supervisors at the Alaaedhn plant,
General Steel which produces refrigeration units, and in the

Company, in the packaging industry. Os chief
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draftsmen in ARJ electrical appliances, as head of the
mechanics workshop at the Citroen assembly plant. One
student who has now become a chemical engineer heads the
laboratory in a steel mill, " reports ORT Iran in 1969.

" Graduates of our secretarial school are much
in demand. Quite a few are now employed at the
universities, at banks, the executives of oil companies, as
executive secretaries in several ministries and three are
employed in the Prime Minister's office. "

During the Sixties, ORT activities were concen-
trated in Teheran, the capital. The curriculum of the
schools was updated in line with changing conditions.
Courses were introduced in refrigeration, drafting and
laboratory technology, all of them the first of their kind in
Iran. The country's first language labotatory was intro-
duced as an instructional aid for bilingual secretaries.

Dormitory buildings were constructed which
made it possible for youth—boys and girls from remote
provincial areas—to live at the school while they studied. In
1967 a Basic Education Center was established in separate
premises within the extensive Teheran ORT school complex
whose specific mission was to reach the youth of the
mahales whose poverty of learning had labeled them
failures, with no hope in sight. They did not have the
prerequisites for the secondary levels of the school, but the
Basic Education Center made sure they were not aban-
doned. Still in its infant stages this program has had a
quick and marked rehabilitative effect on the spirit and
aspirations of its students.
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The Teheran school achieved considerable re-
nown in the country and came to be regarded by the

governmem as a model institution in manpower training for
the fast deseloping industrial sector. For several successive
years, the Shah of Iran has decorated ORT graduates as
first priie winners in national academic competitions for
entry into the universities. And an increasing number of
ORT students, qualified for matriculation by the post-
secondary two year technical studies of the school's
athanced institute. are continuing on in the universitie.;.

Writes the director in a 1970 report:

" These successes of our graduates have radically
changed the attitudes of young people and parents.
" Vocational training is no longer viewed as the last chance
for the hopeless, but as privilege. Enrollment is increasing
at the rate of 20 percent annually. Yet, in this period of

rapid change and rising demand for qualified people, it is
clear that the program will have to enlarge its capacity.

Explosive Events
The second half of the Fillies was shrouded by ominous

events. At the end or 1956, political explosions in several
areas impinged sharply on Jewish life. War broke out in the

Middle East, the " second round - of Israel's struggle for
stir\ ival. A continent away. in Poland, political upheaval
brought a new regime to power. one of whose earliest acts

\vas to reach an agreement with the Soviet Union for
repatron or its nationals, among them some 30,000 Jews.

The new Polish Government then invited the JDC and

ORT to come in and establish aid servi,2es for these
repatriates. 'Fhere was no expectation then that these
services would be so abruptly terminated a decade later.
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At about this same period, the late Fifties,
Algerian nationalism brokeinto revolutionary war. Nation-
alist tides swept the rest of North Africa. The cataclysmic
impact on these Jewish communities was to become more
apparent with time.

These wrenching episodes notwithstanding, the
positive bent of the Fifties held. In a sort of rejuvenating
reflex, this period following the holocaust was characterized
by a determined, irreversible and purposeful creation of
communal institutions. The ORT programs that were
planted and which quickly began to flourish were part of
this practically universal Jewish development.

Continuing Migration
PARALLEL WITH THIS ViViEYING spirit, however, migration
tides continued to ebb and flow, in spigot-like reflection of
the pressure of events, and of Israel's magnetism as hope
and haven. Movement out of North Africa, in impulse and
character reminiscent of migration out of Eastern Europe
between 1880 and 1914, continued throughout the Fifties.
Jews repatriated to Poland did not linger very long. The
ORT schools, though geared to the local economy proved
nevertheless to be preparation for exit and life-rebuilding in
Israel, where most graduates went. The Hungarian Revolu-
tion of 1956 carried 18,500 Jews out in its wake; ORT
schools in Tel Aviv, Rome, Paris, New York and Brussels
welcomed them. The on-and-off Rumanian emigration,
uncertain from month to month, was equally mirrored in
ORT transmigrant and refugee reception settings.

Emigration had correctly been identified primar-
ily with adult and young adult programs. With the
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emergence of the full-time day ORT high schools, youth

migration began to make its impact. For example, family
departures from Morocco affected the ORT high schools in
Casablanca. It became clear, however, that parents had
accepted the value of technical schooling for their children
when departures began to be planned for after the end of
the school year, so that the youth would not lose by
emigration. Furthermore, the ORT certificate so long
identified with adult acceptability in the host country, came
to have a different connotation as students preparing for
leaving obtained a resume of their ORT school record and
often a " transfer " to the ORT school in the place they
would settle. These transfers were honored.

Early in the Fifties, the statistical department of
the Central ORT office in Geneva, began to record reasons
for discontinuation in the programs. By far the greatest
single motive—many times more potent than indigency,
illness, family need—was emigration. In the decade 1953-62,

Just after the close of the DP camps and just before the
massive movements of the Sixties, 8,107 ORT students
discontinued due to emigration.

By its activities during and after the Hitler
period, ORT had long become recognized as an effective
instrument for vocational tiaining in the field. Collabora-
tion with the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees and the U.S. Escapee Program were long
established on the European scene. In 1958, ORT accepted
responsibility for training services to all refugees under the

protection of the U.S. Refugee and Migration Sector,
Successor to U.S.E.P.
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It is interesting to note the value placed on this.
An official U.S.E.P. publication stated:

" Upon completion of the prescribed training
period, the student will receive, in addition to their normal
certificate of accomplishment, the ORT Certificate of
succesful training completion. The ORT Certificate has
gained widespread recognition in countries of immigration
as tangible proof of the ability of the immigrant to fill a
vacancy or job in his chosen craft. "
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The Sixties and Beyond

THE Finn 01 LAINTS delies neat compartmentalization by
decades. In this turbulent age whose only constant is
change itself, it is nevertheless possible to characterize the
distinguishing feature of each period. The benchmark of

ORT in the FiIiie, was the organization of new programs
new in their locale and new in structure and function; the
most notable elements of the Sixties were growth,

hroadening of scope to embrace larger segments of the
communities and a marked shift toward the more advanced
technological skills.

Expansion and Deepening
GRowni WAS sncIAcuLAR. Physical capacity, measured by
enrollment on January 1, 1960, was 21,042. On that same

day, one decade later, enrollment was 35,617. A more
pertinent index is the number of adolescents in ORT high
schools. In 1959, there were 11,032: in 1969 there were

27,422, an increase of about 150 per cent. This is a more
accurate measure of the program's growth during the

Sixties since it points up the nature of this growth.

With some minor exceptions. Poland for exam-
ple, facilities were built with an eye to pernlanence and
around the concept of secondary education for youth.

Schools built in the Fifties became the foundations for
enlargement and l'or additions which transformed them into

sophisticated and comprehensive educational complexes.
fhe exemplar of this is the Syngalowski ORT Center in Tel

Aviv, which is not one structure, as schools used to be, hut
an assemblage or expansive buildings, each with its
speciahzed functions.
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The ORT school of another age signified a plac
geared exclusively to vocational training. While adult
programs are still that wav, youth schooling is not training
only, but education in the broad sense. ORT secondoi.y
schools have sprouted sports fields and gymnasia, libraries,
science laboratories and language laboratories as the
physical underpinnings for inclusive learning.

What takes place in the ORT school today is
education in depth. In part. this has become more possible
by the extension or the time the student spends in the
school. A decade ago, secondary schooling in ORT
generally meant two or three years. I3ut the body or sheer
information and conceptual knowledge required for the
science-based occupations that are increasingly dominant
simply take more time. As a result, the four yea r ORT high
school has become the general rule, but there are also five
years and five and a half year studies which go considerably
beyond.

Beginnings in India
Tin: SAME INIPULSE which at the end of the Forties and early
Fifties led to establishing programs among age-old com-
munities in Moslem lands, motivated a similar act for the
Jews of India in the Sixties. Largely concentrated in and
around Bombay, this com.munity or some 18,000 at the
time, subsisted in poverty of that  irulent and abysmal
depth that is so peculiarly Asian.

There was no need to " convince - the I3ene
Israel of the desirability of vocational education. The
initiative for ORT's entry came from the conlmunity
Youth were eager to learn. They had no,. done so because
there had been no place for them to go.
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" The training of poly\ alent mechanics having

both manual experience and technical and theoretical

knowledge. as in the West, is non-existent in India, " notes

an ORT report on this -..cenc. " The iewish youth, due to

lack of vocational :,ehools of such caliber. are more likely
to join the ranks of the white collar unemployed. "

Elementary school education proved insufficient

lot mastery of technical studies. 'File first students were

admitted to preparatory courses to upgrade reading and

language skills before beginning the vocational high school

eurriculitm is an ongoing l'unction.

The ORT Polytechnic in Bombay opened in

August i96"' On a site built within the compound of the

kadoorie Jewish School. Graduates speedily found remu-

nef-ati c positions in industry. Top students From the lirst

graduating classes were sent to the Central ORT Institute

for training as the first indigenous Indian Jewish Vocational

teachers. By the end of the Sixties, emiaation had depleted

this community to some 11,0(10. Enrollment in the school,

howeser, actually increased in recognition or its utility in

upgrading income and living standards. In fact, it became
Possible in 1969, to plan to establish the first vocational

school for Jewish girls in Bombay, thanks to a gift of the

Danish Government.

Aid to Nor Nalions
A r 1.1ft \TRY Mil SLT of the Sixties, President John F.

Kennedy declared it to be the Decade of Development. The

United Nations ratified this as essential to the moderniia-

thin of the new Asian and African states. Specialists

Identified the missing ingredient as the absence of " middle
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level manpower, " skilled technicians and mechanics to set
up and operate a new technology. Economic development
was a chimera unless such progress was based on trained
men and women.

Sensitive to the mood and need of the times, the
ORT International Congress held in London in 1960,
resolved to lend its experience for such enterprises. As a
safeguard to ORT's basic responsibilities as the vocational
education arm of Jewry, such projects would be so
undertaken as not to " in any way impair, financially or
otherwise, the existing operations, " a safeguard that proved
unnecessary in fact, since all funding of technical aid
activities was provided by governmental and international
agencies.

In June 1961, the Agency for International
Development, the U.S. Government's foreign aid arm,
requested ORT to conduct surveys of manpower training
needs in eight African countries at U.S. expense. This was
the first comprehensive study of the vocational and
technical requirements and existing facilities of these
countries. The findings became an outline of the main line
of developments, and in time involved major policy
commitments both by the U.S. and the local governments
involved. This contract for surveys marked ORT's entry
into technical assistance, an aspect of ORT work which was
destined to expand considerably.

In line with the recommendations of the ORT
studies, on July 3, 1962, the Agency for International
Development assigned to ORT the task of " establishing a
technical vocational training program " in Conakry, Guinea,
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located in West Africa. A similar agreement was made on
August 17, 1962 for Bamako, capital of Mali, in the same
area.

These were unique ventures. Neither country
had such institutions, nor did they enjoy a technological
tradition to draw upon. Knowhow or experience to tap
were simply non-existent. ORT sent in its own teachers,
who wrote the first lesson plans, designed a program and
curriculum, prepared lists of machinery, equipment and
study material to be purchased abroad, worked with
architects to blueprint facilities, developed standards for
screening candidates for the schools. In effect, they began
from scratch.

Phase
- out in Mali

IN SHORTORDERTHEeffectiveness of the ORT team led both
host government and the U.S. to enlarge the original
mandate. At the same time, there had been written into the
first documents the concept of " phase out ", that the end
goal was creation of viable institutions that would
eventually have indigenous teachers and administrators.

While going forward with the organization of
these programs, ORT began simultaneously to plan its own
exit in order to hand them over to the local people who
had been trained by ORT in ORT's way. Promising
Candidates for teaching positions were sent to the Central
ORT Institute in Switzerland for such preparation.

The first program to reach this stage was that in
B.amako, Mali. Between 1962 and 1968, with extraordinary

sInglemindedness and commitment, under conditions of
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personal hardship and frustration. saved by the backstop-

ping support of the whole ORT apparatus reaching all the

way back to the central operations headquarters in Geneva,

the ORT team put together a proH national institution

where none had been before. It Was handed os er formally

on June 17, 1908, an extraordinary success story.

The showpiece or ORT technical assistance. and

also of the U.S. Agency for International Pc%elopment, is

the National School for Arts and Crafts established under

ORT supervision in Conakry, Guinea. This center increased

its original scope almost from year to year. It became an

institution or top priority in plans for national develop-

ment, with assignments of broad ramifications.

Target date for OR'f phase-out was set as mid-

1970. With the end in sight. the Guinean government

sought to continue use of ORT organizing and teaching

experience for its larger plans. In the Spring of 1908, the

most ambitious project to date was proposed, nothing less

than the training of some 1.000 technicians for a \.ast

project or exploitation or the country's bauxite deposits, in

conjunction with a consortium of major international

aluminum producers. Work on this was well underway

before the end of the decade.

Dil'erse Approaches
TIII.SE PROGRAMS—Mali and Guinea - were the mole

spectacular or a far more extensive endeas or. Technical

assistance by ORT meant many things in many nations.

Tibetan refugees in India, sponsored by tile Norwegian

Refugee Council. were trained as teachers at the ORT

school in Teheran. Iranian and Argentinian students were
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trained as teachers at the Central ORT Institute under
auspices of Swiss foreign aid. Students from twenty-one
African countries studied at the Nathanya ORT Center in
Israel under the program of Israel Technical Aid. Several
groups of U.S. Peace Corpsmen have been prepared for
their assignments by ORT.

The government of Kenya contracted with ORT
to develop the vocational content of the National Youth
Service. The United Nations Children's Fund contracted
for a study manual for youth in fourteen basic trades to be
used in schools in developing nations across the world.
Workshops, courses and other programs were introduced in
the Ivory Coast, Chad, Gabon, the Central African
Republic. At the request of the government of the Province
of Buenos Aires in Argentina, a two-man team was
dispatched to draw up recommendations for revamping the
vocational school system. The Swiss government asked
ORT to establish a refrigeration section at the national
center of Santiago, Chile.

Over the decades, and certainly since the Second
World War, ORT had many times transcended its Jewish
focus, especially in refugee work. Nevertheless, the contem-
Porary concept of development is of quite different order
since it involves not groups of individuals but is the
concern of mankind in an age of the emergence of new
nations. Technical assistance activities of large sweep and
diversity took ORT onto the world stage in a completely
new sense.

ORT is DOW widely recognized as uniquely
equipped to accomplish a work that is universally
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considered to be the linchpin of national development. The
matter-of-fact, non-political and non-ideological ORT
approach, its team method fortified by esprit de corps and
backup of field specialists, the seeming unlimited plasticity
to take cn unforeseen problems and functions—these are
sinews derived from ninety years of Jewish experience
across a worldwide terrain. In its application for other
peoples, ORT has become a respected byword for
accomplishment in governmental and United Nations
circies.

Dislocating Events
THE MAELSTROMSTHATSWEPTover Jews in many parts of
the world that determined the main directions of ORT
development in the Sixties. While the explosive incidents of
the Fifties were ravaging and uprooting tens of thousands
of Jews, those of the Sixties were of such violence as to
decisively alter the fates of whole communities.

As a consequence, while expansion of facilities
and of enrollment was a prime feature of ORT in this ten
year span, growth was far from uniform across the ORT
map. Indeed, when the force of events destroyed the
communities in Algeria and Poland, the ORT programs
were likewise eliminated.

When the Algerian revolution came to its
bloody conclusion in the Spring of 1962, a community that
was already ancient in the time of Roman rule, ceased to
exist almost overnight. In a matter of a few weeks, about
120,000 of the 140,000 Jews flooded into France, inundating
a Jewry still struggling to absorb previous human waves.
The Algerian exodus ranks as one of the biggest single
Jewish migration tides of modern times.
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A Nov French Jetiviv
JEM FROM MOROCCO and Tunisia had been arriving in
France in a steady stream since the political upheavals in
these countries in the late Fifties, and they continued
throughout the Sixties. Others arrived from Egypt and
Libya. An estimated 20,000 of them came within a year

after the Six-Day War. France had a surviving Jewish

Population of about 110.000 after the Second World War.
A quarter century later it numbered 550,000.

" The Jewish community in France has become
the biggest in Europe, the Soviet Union excepted, - writes
one observer. " And this is due to the constant and massive
immigration of North African Jews. North African Jews
now constitute a majority of this community. Today,
France rates second alter Israel as the recipient country for
African Jews, a demographic revolution that has exposed
French ORT's network of vocational and technical schools
to a serious challenr4e.

That challenge was met by a phenomenal crash
construction program. Centers were established where none
had existed before. Residential schemes at the completely

new school at Villiers-le-I3el, outside Paris, where tens of
thousands of Jewish immigrants live in newly created high-
rise suburban developments, and at the revamped and
enlarged ORT schools in Strasbourg, are able to reach out
to small communities. The huge Montreuil school ill Paris
is On the way to becoming an extensive educational
complex by the addition of new stiuctures. A campus-style
center has been built in Toulouse, whose Jewish population
rose from 3,500 to 15,000.



" The steady growth of ORT France by an
average of 14 per cent a year is greater than that of any
other educational institution in France. private or govern-
mental, " a report by the ORT Director-General noted.
" Literally millions or dollars have been spent on expansion
of these facilities in the Sixties. " The French government
itself underwrote much of this, complemented by steady.
major support from Women's American ORT.

These institutions are the instruments for
overcoming the barriers that prevent larg,e numbers of
recent arrivals front achieving econonnc integration. They
are also institutions for fusing into a single community
people from different lands and cultures.

Latin Anicrican Approach
A SOMLWHAT I-MAIM:NI strategy has evoked in Argentina.
ORT programs in Latin American countries were foundcd
during the era or the refugee from Naziism. They served
well until the need disappeared. The schools M Rio de
Janeiro, Montevideo and Buenos Aires continued, hut they
languished in a limbo. acknowledged as useful but without
finding the right path to serve their communities. That
uncertain period came to an end in 1967, with the
appointment of an experienced, imaginati e and dynamic
director for Latin America programs, armed with an
mandate to thoroughly overhaul and modernize what he
found.

In the short span since then, what amounts to
an educational revolution has occurred. Teaching methods
have been revamped and streugthened with audio-visual
equipment, language laboratories and teacher M-service re-
training. It became apparent that the youth of this
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community required—not mechanical trades—but oppor-
tunities to study for professional and para-professional
occupations.

The core of the program in Buenos Aires, which
is where the largest Jewish community in Latin America
resides, has shifted toward this. The construction of
laboratories in chemistry and electronics has made it
possible to introduce laboratory technology and electronic
technician as occupational goals. Courses have been
installed in managerial skills, and this too coincides with
the bent and potential of the students.

The big advance, however, and the great hope
of the community and of ORT rests on an entirely new
concept for the country, and the first in ORT, a computer
Center. IBM equipment was installed June 1969. Goals are
as varied as they are ambitious. The observations of the
director are revealing:

" In April 1968, the first courses were opened in
system analysis. This is a third year course and in the third
year, students will have a choice between business or
research system analysis ... courses were also opened in
computer programming. We have also found it useful to
Include computer techniques in the curricula for senior
managerial administrators. We are also considering a
course in automation, based on that developed at the ORT
school in Montreuil, Paris. "

Much has been done in little time, and yet this
is only the beginning of the exploration of the possibilities
inherent in the computer and its versatile usage.
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After the Six Day War
No EVENT OF MODERN times except for the establishment of
Israel in 1948, was more climactic than the Six Day War of
June 1967. Like nothing else in the modern age this event
welded the fate of Jewish communities in the Diaspora to
Israel in a new way. Its ultimate effects remain incalculable.
The immediate repercussions were felt everywhere.

In September 1967, the Polish government, ten
years after it had invited ORT and JDC to come in and
establish aid programs for Jews, failed to renew authoriza-
tion, which act of deliberate omission in effect decreed
termination by December 1967. This act was one of the
earliest in a renewed wave of anti-Semitism. The squeeze
against this remnant of a once populous and creative
community became increasingly inexorable.

Determined to make Poland as Mulenrein as it
could, the Polish government in June 1969 ordered the few
remaining thousands to get their exit visas by year's end,
and most did. A thousand years of history was eclipsed.

Another historic community expired on the
heels of the Six-Day War, that of Libya in North Africa.
3,800 members of this community, practically all of whom
held Italian passports, after hazardous threats and im-
prisonment, were allowed to leave.

In 1968, The ORT school in Rome reported:
" A new flow of East European immigrants is reaching us,
mainly from Poland, and those who managed to escape
from Czechoslovakia after the Russian invasion, also
Roumanians and Hungarians. These refugees are enrolled in
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language training and skill instruction while they await
their visas. Courses have also been opened for Jews from
Libya. Other refugees were received in in the ORT
schools in Israel. France and New York.

A New Jewish Map
IN RETROSPECT, IT slims evident that the twenty-five years
since the end of the Second World War, constitute an age
of continuous Jewish migration, with ebbs and flows that
mirrored thc forces in which Jews were caught. Over two
million Jews migrated in this period. When it is considered
that this massive movement took place after the holocaust
of the Six Million, and without any significant move out of
Russia, or the U.S. and other English speaking countries, it
becomes clear that migration of such proportion has
displaced whole communities and basically re-patterned the
Jewish geography. As old communities have disappeared,
their populations have regrouped, primarily in Israel and
France.

The map of ORT operations in 1970 is,
therefore, quite different from that of 1960. North African
programs have contracted, and will continue to do so.
French ORT is larger and growing. In Iran, Jews have
slowly migrated to Israel, but enrollment in the schools has
expanded and will continue to do so in the immediate
future. ORT in South America, which had long been in the
doldrums, was thoroughly revamped and updated in the
last years of the Sixties, and only as it faces the Seventies
Will this program finally assume a valuable and assured
place in this community.
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Focus on Israel
BY FAR THE MOST dramatic change in the map of ORT
operations in the Sixties, however, was the remarkable leap
forward and diversification in Israel.

It was already true in 1949 that there was hardly
an artisan shop, kibbutz, garage or repair unit that did rot
have ORT trained people among its workers. often in
responsible positions.

The first courses were opened early in 1949 in
Jaffa for the rehabilitation of demobilized and wounded
soldiers of the War for Independence. From the beginning,
several principles were built into the program. I. It was
non-political. It would accept students oa the basis of need
and compliance with admission standards without regard to
affiliation. 2. The orientation was national, not limited
either geographically or to type of operation. 3. ORT
would cooperate with all interested elements. It would form
partnerships with municipalities, ministries, religious groups,
the Histadrut, Kibbutzim and manufacturers' associations.

Also, from its inception ORT introduced new
fields—skills not taught elsewhere in Israel, but necessary
for the country's development. Schools for refrigeration,
mining, paper making, electro-plating, construction technol-
ogy and machine design were installed at Givatayim.
Agrornechanics training was introduced at Nathanya and
Kfar Monash. At Ramat Gan, institutes were established
for taining technicians for the textile industry and for
laboratory technicians. Other laboratory technician insti-
tutes have been set up in I laifa and Beersheba. The first
ORT school in electronics was opened in Jerusalem, and
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for a period an institute was conducted in dental
mechanics. ORT has thus pioneered in this field of
institutes for technicians training.

The spinal column of the network became the
three and four year high schools, most of them conducted

in cooperation with municipalities. Some are big city
schools, such as in Jaffa, Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. Others,
like the schools at Nathanya and Rehovoth, are regional,
receiving students from a wide area. In the new towns, such
as Ashkelon and Lydda, swollen to the bursting point with
immigrants, special programs for newcomers have been
devised.

Education is equally essential for Arabs in Israel
if they are to participate productively in the society. As
early as 1961, ORT combined with Histradut's Amal in a
partnership to create a vocational school for Arab youth in
Nazareth. That first temporary arrangement has been
revamped, enlarged and updated. Other schools were
organized for Israeli Arabs at Abu Ghosh, on the road to
Jerusalem, and in Iusifya for Druzes.

The Six-Day War created quite different needs,
most especially in the enlarged Jerusalem. The Municipality
of Jerusalem was keenly sensitive of the necessity of
extending to its new citizens the same prerogatives and
services as to others. In response to this, in 1969, ORT
established vocational programs at the Abdullah School for
Arab boys and the Al Manoniyah school for Arab girls.

Many Levels
Adult training has been part of the Israel ORT program
since its inception. Courses are operated in conjunction I

1
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with government, industry and community agencies, the
Histadrut and organizations of kibbutzim, among others an
institute for combined classroom and correspondence
courses which has mushroomed quickly to many areas and
economic enterprises.

Training in Yeshivas by 1969 was reaching 3:150
students in thirteen religious institutions.

Increasing attention is being given to the
education of teachers, with programs for this purpose
already underway in several ORT schools. Teacher training
has been accorded top priority since teachers are essential
to the expansion goals.

A new concept in training was inaugurated in
1961 with the opening of the first factory school at the
Israel Aviation Industries  Bedek, at Lod Airport. Other
factory schools have since come into being at the Amcor
Refrigeration Plant, in Tel Aviv, the Shaharn Co. in Holon,
the Haifa Phosphate Co. and the latest in the Negev at Tel
Ye ruham .

Capstone of the ORT system in Israel is the
Syngalowski Vocational Center at Tel Aviv, constructed by
Women's American ORT as a memorial to the man who
initiated the program there. Its many imposing structures.
which stand on the ma:n highway between Lod Airport
and Tel-Aviv, comprise the b'ggest, most modern and E,est
equipped vocational school in the Middle East. Dr. Harold
B. Gores, head of the Ford Foundation's Educational
Facilities Laboratories, described his first impression. -We
came upon this school at sunset. The campus was still ali%e
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with students as they departed for the day to make way for

another student body in the evening. As from a hillside, I
looked down on this beautiful and busy schoo', I could
sense that this was the great one, the one that would grace

any city in America."

Graceful in a different style, fragrant with
gardens and lawns, spacious and in temper and appearance
reminiscent of a university, is the educational complex of

many parts that is contained within the ORT school in
Nathanya. Complex it is. Located here are, among other
features, the Hotel Trades Institute, a school in agro-
mechanics for youth for area kibbutzim and moshavim, a
school for marine engine room mechanics, laboratories for
the study of automation and an electronic teaching
la boi atory.

One side of the campus is the site of the Charles
H. Jordan Memorial Residential Hall, named for the late
executive vice-president of the JDC, who was murdered in
Prague. The Dormitory Hall has housed students from

Many parts of the world, as well as Israeli youth who
Would otherwise be unable to attend the school.

It was, however, during the decade of the Sixties
that the already large and effective national network took a

sharp turn which metamorphosed it in terms of size and
diversity. In 1959, there were 105 educational units in the
ORT network in Israel, with 367 teachers instructing just
over 9,000 students. In 1969, this program was comprised
of 354 study units, with a teaching staff of 1,391 and a
student body close to 35,000. These figures statistically

portray an enormous educational explosion.
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What was uniquely difkrent about ORT Israel
expansion of the Sixties was its planning dovetailed into the
national plan for education and the manpower needs of the
economy. For the first time in its history, ORT was able to
project into the future on a large scale as part and parcel of
the larger design of a nation, and to do so in the secure
knowledge that the components of the program will remain
permanent features on Israel's educational landscape. ORT
is in fact an established ingredient in Israel's national
development.

The first step in this direction occurred ill
discussions with the Ministry of Labor in 1959-60. which
led to the design of a national program of apprenticeship
training. The terms of apprenticeship were legislated to
include an increment of mandatory training. The program
began to take tangible shape with the opening of the
Jeannette 0. Gayl Center, named for tile late president of
Women's American ORT, which provided funds for
equipment of this institution. Women's American ORT
equally supported the establishment of the Joseph Shapiro
Center in Tel Aviv, with a capacity of over 3,500, the John
F. Kennedy Center in Jerusalem and another in Ashkelon.

But the biggest breakthrough to Israel's domestic
problem began to take shape in December 1964. It had
long been the single most dominant concern of the nation's
leadership that, in the words of Aryeh Pincus, head of the
Jewish Agency, " We are fast creating two Israels
because ... children from Oriental backgrounds are not
getting to secondary schools in large enough numbers. " Of
more than 40,000 youth of high school age, one-third of
this age biacket, was neither at school nor at work. The
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gap between those who did and those who did not get a
high school education perpetuated the cultural, knowledge

and skills gaps between the Western and Oriental
communit ies.

David Ben Gurion gave expression to the
seriousness of the problem during a visit to the U.S. in

1967: " Half of Israel consists of people who came from
backward lands, without skills, without knowledge of

Twentieth Century life. Gi\ en the right kind of education,
these newcomers and their children will become the builders

of Israel.

A master plan was prepared, involving the
(2:mbined resources of all levels of government. The Israel

Education Fund was created hy the United Jewish Appeal
to find conqruction funds. To break the back of the high

school bottleneck, seventy-two high schools were to he built

over a five year period, and this plan was to have a decided

vocational bias in view of the requirements of that

burgeonim2; industrialization on which the country pleads its
best hope for economic advancement.

ORT was the major factor in the initiation and
development of this plan. ORT Director General Max A.
liraude had proposed to klinister of Education Zalman

Aranne in December 1964 a given pattern or operational

and funding principles as guidelines under which vocational

high school enrollment could be doubled in live years. After

several months of discussions and negotiations, and with

the concurrence of the Ministry of Finance, an agreement

was signed under terms of which ORT undertook a

responsibility of such matmitude for its own program. The
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same principles were extended to other factors in the field.
The " doubling program " was launched.

In the event, this target was actually exceeded in
four years. But it was far from enough in terms of national
need. As a consequence, ORT was asked in 1969 to
" triple " the 1965 vocational high school capacity.
Mr. Braude was able to state in January 1970 that " the
institutions formed in the past four years, and those now on
the drawing board, will assure achievement of this goal by
1973. "
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Signpoints to the Future

IN 1969, AT TIIE completion of nine decades, the work of
vocational and technical education was at an all time peak
by every index. There were within the program almost 700
training units. Over 2.000 teachers were instructing more
than 57,000 students. The prospect was that enrollment

would reach 60,000 in short order. On September 1, 1969,
with the commencement of the 90th ORT school year, the
one millionth student registered and entered upon his
studies. There was no fanfare, nor was this particular
student identified, yet it is a landmark as much in the

history of Jewish advancement as in the history of ORT.

Some 15,000 persons were graduating into the
economies of their communities annually, graduation

signirying for the great majority completion of three, four
or five years of ORT schooling. While, for by far the
largest proportion the ORT school terminates their formal
education, the upward bound approach makes it possible
tor more each year to continue on at universities. Other
graduates of previous years return in increasing numbers
for continuing studies to keel) up with the technological
changes in their fields.

Including a scholarship program for Jewish
Youth in Greece and a large variety of technical assistance
programs in African and Latin American countries, ORT in
1970 was operating in eighty-seven cities, located in twenty-
three countries.

As ORT began its tenth decade, the program
coukl look back on a vista of achievement and solid
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performance. Its educational and vocational institutions are
thoroughly imbedded in the fabric of community existence.
Its contribution to Jewish well-being is now a matter of
record.

ORT is equally well established on the world
educational scene as a uniquely effective instrument in its
field, and as the largest, oldest, most diversified and
experienced international network of its kind.

Future Orientation
IT MUST ALSO BE NOTED, however, that far from resting with
equanimity on its accomplishments, ORT faces the future
from the vantage of a program caught in the vectors of
world-wide educational and technological revolutions, as
well as of profound changes in Jewish population
distribution and the texture of Jewish life. As a movement
of the Jewish people, ORT is determined to keep pace and
even anticipate the trends, and at all costs never to allow
obsolescence to take hold. On its 90th anniversary, ORT
was decidedly future-oriented, engrossed in searching
assessment of the whats and whys of the program in order
to veer it into the tides of change.

A new way of looking at ORT has arisen in the
last few years. Until quite recently the main question was
quantitative: how many were being served, and how many
were not being reached. The main answer to this has also
always been quantitative; more schools, more facilities,
more teachers, for more trainees. The questions now being
asked are qualitative. Are the schools teaching what is
relevant to the student today—and tomorrow? Are they
meeting the needs of Jewish youth and of Jewish
communities in flux?
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Latterly, a question has arisen whether the
Possibilities opened by the new technology do not call for
an education that is open-end, with horizons much higher

than that contained in the ORT vocational high school,
with curriculum content more comprehensive in educational
scope.

New Factors

THERE ARE SEVERAL impulses motivating this assessment.

The position of Jews in the greater part of the
world has been radically transformed since the Second
World War. For the lirst time the great majority of Jews
live in free societies and are able to determine their own

rates. There are no longer any " forgotten - communities,
off in some byway of backwardness. All of Jewish existence.
in all its parts, is known, and is connected in one or
another way and at one or another level with the main

currents or tht- age.

2. There remain large masses of impoverished
and backward Jews, not only in Moslem lands, and in
India but in Israel, too. There are still many thousands of
Jewish youth who get too little schooling. But twenty years

01 concerted work by JDC. ORT and other service agencies

have drastically affected collective and individual lives in
places that were off the main path before.

The Jews of India. Iran and North Africa are,
for example, a far healthier people. The endemic and

epidemic diseases that were a daily dread have been largely
eliminated. The time when the death expectancy was 50 per
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cent, when only one of two infant males who were
circumcised could expect to reach bar mitzvah, is past.

The youth generation that has grown up during
this revolutionary time is better educated. They and their
parents, in accepting with eagerness the new aspirations and
new possibilities for a better life, recognize that mastery of
technology is the path for realization of these hopes. Put in
another way, what has been wrought by ORT, JDC and the
other agencies is a revolution of rising expectations. What
was offered in the ORT schools and the manner in which
teaching was done, twenty or even ten years ago, are no
longer enough, but must be more advanced, more
sophisticated and reach up to post-secondary schooling.

The goal of Israel, essential both for its living
standards and its survival capacity, to premise its economic
development on science-based, contemporary technology
depends, first on a broad segment of well qualified
specialists and secondly on a pervasive and informed
climate that supports and fortifies this trend of nation-
building.

While ORT is a voluntary agency, it is never
free to operate without complying with government
regulations. The tendency of educational reforms in France
is toward three year high schools with larger emphasis on
academic and humanistic subjects.

In Israel, a vast structural reform, based on the
Prawer Commission recommendations, has been legislated
calling for six years of primary school, followed by three
years of intermediate and three years of senior high
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schooling. The approach of ORT is described in report by
Max A. Braude, Director General to the World ORT
executive committee in January 1969:

" That ORT would, on request, assume the full
direction of responsibility for the operation of intermediate
schools adjacent to or related to our senior high schools,
and/or, to transform some of our four year vocational high
schools to six year comprehensive intermediate and senior
high schools. " Whatever the final outcome of these
proposals, it is quite certain that a wave of basic
educational reform is upon us everywhere, and that ORT
schools will need to adjust to them.

Redefinition of Goal

THESE FOUR CONSIDERATIONS have given rise to what
Mr. Braude has termed a " redefinition " of ORT's role.

At an international conference held in Montreal
in October 1968, Dr. William Haber, President of the
World ORT Union Central Board, posed the matter as
follows:

" ORT was born in a quite different time. The
idea of ORT has been vocational training. We have
redefined and refined that concept as time and circum-
stances changed. The electrician and the automechanic, the
refrigeration technician and lathe operator, were hardly
contemplated by the founders of 1880. But there are jobs in
such skills and therefore training for them serves a useful
purpose. None of that should be curtailed. Quite the
contrary, there is need for more.
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" But we are also embracing within the concept of

vocationalism, architcctual drafting, machine design, com-

puter programming and program analysis, chemical and

bacteriological laboratory technology, automation tech-

nicians ... Is it not right that along this direction lies the

enlarged horizon For Jewish youth everywher. And in the

absence of other facilities, should it not he ORT's

responsibility?

" I would suggest that we expand the meaning of

our work to include career education.

The executive committee of the World 0 RT

Union, in a resolution defining the ORT response to the

multi-pressure and demands of the age, codified at least one

aspect of the new directions as Follows:

" Because today's technological advances pro-

vide vast opportunity for Jewish youth throughout the

world, ORT graduates must be adequately prepared to

integrate into new economic environments and overcome

occupational obsolescence. We need to think of curricula

with a sufficiently broad base to provide career education,

in addition to a specialized education for Jewish youth. "
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The Higher Step
WHEN VE.,\R AFTER \TAR. the first national prize winner is an
ORT graduate, who is puNicly decorated by the monarch

of his country and accepted to the university, clearly the

kind and the substance of education given in the ORT

schools has prepared for higher education. Along with the

top man in Iran, in 1968, ten other of his classmates in
ORT were accepted in the Teheran Polytechnic Engineering

School and six others were awarded scholarships by the

French government for higher studies in Erance.

The Syngalowski School in Tel Aviv and the
ORT schools in Givatayim, Nathanya, Jerusalem, and

others as well, regularly report the matriculation of their

seniors to the Technion and occasionally to the Hebrew

University and eVen the Weizmann Institute. In short, the

debate of the last few years on opening the ceiling of the

education offered in the ORT schools to widen the options

to students, and specifically to include university entrance,

rests on a foundation of on-going experience.

Technicians and Engineers.
ONE OF THE 13!G extensions in the rung of ORT institutions

"1 the Sixties was the development of technician studies.
Much of this has been done in advanced courses based on

more intensive and sophisticated curricula, within the ambit

oh the ORT high school. Rut increasingly, especially in
Israel, but also in Morocco, Tunisia. France and Iran, the

ORT schools have devised courses that are distinctly above

the high school level, as the core subjects of technical
institutes.
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It has become quite clear in the last period that

these institutes have in fact been junior colleges. The Israel

Ministry of Education now considers the creation Of such

colleges as the logical and necessary extew,ion in the

development of the country's educational structure. The

conversion of ORT technical institutes to junior colleges is

now a matter or time.

This development has been given a completely

innovative dimension and one that is certain to influence

the course of junior colleges. The concept of the ORT

School of Engineering at the Hehi ew University in

Jerusalem breaks new ground on the Israel education scene.

Representatives of the Hebrew University and

ORT signed an agreement on May 25, 1%9, to create the

college as a joint enterprise. The school will be sited on the

Hebrew University campus, will shar.2 some of its facilities

and some of its faculty.

The College is authorized to grant its graduates

the diploma of Practical Engineer, ultimately with appro-

priate credits for further study toward a Bachelor's Degree.

The curriculum offered will incorporate lour disciplines:

electronics engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical

engineering, and nuclear engineering.

The significance of this co:lege has been

eloquently expressed by Major-General Hann Herzog

(retired) PNsident of ORT Israel:

" It is no exaggeration to say that this ceremony

symbolizes one of the most important developments in the

field of vocational education in Israel.
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" Today, a graduate of an ORT high school can
earn a matriculation certificate. If he goes on to take
courses for Engineering Technicians, he studies one and a
half years in addition to his high school, and earns
government certification as a Practical Engineer.

" However, to our regret, institutions of higher
learning here do not give credit for this extra year and a
half so that if the engineer technician graduate wishes to
study toward an academic degree, he must begin anew,
even though his knowledge is considerably above the
freshman level.

" Now, one of the most veteran Jewish educa-
tional institutions in the world is united with most known
and honored academic institutions in this country to
establish an ORT school for engineer technicians, to be
known as the ORT Engineering College at the Hebrew
University. This union, I hope, will facilitate the student's
progress from engineer-technician to engineer, without any
hindrance or delay. "

The engineer-technician will however remain the
main product of the college, even while opening advanced
possibilities to those able and willing to go ahead. And the
technician still remains one of the missing gaps in Israel's
table of manpower. " The ratio should be five technicians
to every engineer, and we are trying to bring that about, "
declared General Herzog.

In terms of where ORT stands as it begins its
tenth decade, this is one of the major signposts to the
future.
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A Continuing Task

THE CONNECTINGTHERADrunning through the ninety years
of ORT is its inseparability from the fate and vicissitudes of
the Jewish people. ORT was created by Jewry and it has no
destiny apart from it.

The founders of 1880, as they looked about at
the destitution and age-old burden of oppression that yoked
their brethren, perceived that " The need among our co-
religionists is extreme, and we are convinced that this need
could only be alleviated by development among that mass
of artisanal and agricultural knowledge and trades. "

Much of the history of European Jewry, from
the period of relentless pogroms ushered in with the
ascension to the Russian throne of Czar Alexander III in
1881, through the Hitlerite catastrophe is unrelieved agony.
That long darkness began to lift with the salvage of the
survivors in the years immediately after the Second World
War, in the DP camps and elsewhere. Only during the last
few decades can one discern the emergence of a quite
different spirit. Despite, or rather in the midst of repeated
upheaval, uprooting, blatant anti-Semitism, and terror
visited upon communities in various parts of the world, the
forces of reconstruction have gradually but perceptibly
gained ascendency. This is particularly true since the
establishment of Israel.

The ORT purpose—to strengthen the economic
activities of Jews, and to raise their living and working
standards by the systematic infusion of skills and tech-
niques—this has remained constant. The means, however,
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have been adjusted to the change of condition and
situation, iIid change has been the order of things.

The map of ORT activities has been determined
by the geography of Jewish need. In the quarter-century
since the Second World War, the focus of that geography
moved from [astern to Western Furopc, to the ancient
communities of North Africa and Asia and above all, to
Israel. The spread of the program mirrors this movement.

In each locale it has been necessary to interpret
the meanti appropriate to the end-goals. The elasticity and
readiness of ORT to adapt is documented in its actisities.
And it is this element of resilience which made it possible

lor ORT to carve (Mt LI place, introduce a useful service
and become a recognized community function in a vast
diversity of circumstances and places. By shaping the
program according to possibilities, this work has trans-
cended its essentially technical, economic and educational
character to become a social force, reconstructing whole

communities, healing, saving and bringing dignity to many.

While response to crisis has been an established
ORT responsibility at least since the First World War,
development to its present scope owes little to this need.
Bringing these services to bear for people in an emergency
situation is built-in. But it is because the values inherent in
the program correspond to continuing realities rather than

ale occasional or the transient ones, that ORT is woven
Ipto the organic fabric of Jewish communities in many
narts of the world.

The truly innovative element in ORT lies not so
much in its readMess to change, nor even in its prograrn,
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unique as that is, but in its early recognition and constant
demonstration of the idea that technical education,
perennial modernization of techniques and work methods,
openness to emerging skills and professions for the
broadening of employment opportunities—that such ser-
vices go to the heart of the economic survival and progress
of a community in this age of technological revolution.
Economic progress through a communal program has
helped to rout out apathy and resignation. Yesterday's
sense of immutable fate has been replaced by today's moral
climate of aspiration.

By this experience, ORT has made manifest that
facilities for training in useful occupations, conducted as
normal and enduring activities, are as essential to
communal life in the present age as are such traditional
institutions as hospitals, homes for the aged or similar. This
is the abiding factor of strength that ORT introduced into
many areas of Jewish life.

The roots run deeper, too. If even in the jet age
this product of the Russian Jewish enlightenment of a
century ago is relevant to farflung communities and is able
to contribute vitally to the economic upbuilding of Israel,
the reason lies in those social and economic burdens and
deformations which history has imposed on the Jewish
people over the centuries. More than forty years ago,
Albert Einstein said:

" The ORT Society is striving to remove a
socially and economically burdensome wrong from which
the Jewish people have suffered from the time of the
Middle Ages. Because in the Middle Ages all directly
productive vocations were closed to us, we were driven to
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adopt purely mercantile vocations. The effective help that
can be given to the Jewish people ... is to throw open to
them new fields of vocational activity for which they are
striving over the world. "

In this historic and sociological context, ORT
may be viewed as a force for Jewish economic reformation
and modernization. During the postwar period in particu-

lar, ORT has been instrumental in reordering the
occupational pattern in many communities. A balance sheet
of its work would include new means of livelihood made
available among tens of thousands of families, higher
earnings and skills for upward mobility.

The ORT schools have determinedly modeled
themselves as Jewish schools rather than as schools for
Jews. In an age rampant with currents of assimilation, they
have been anchors of communal identity, effectively
bonding tradition in values with change in the possibilities
open to Jews.

As it enters its centennial decade, ORT is
engaged in efforts to enlarge the scope of its services and to
deepen them in accordance with the requirements of
technological and educational change and with needs of
Jewish life. The motivating impulse signified by this thrust
toward the future is that the work is not done. The task is
a continuing one.
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By the Skill of Their Hands is the exciting and inspiring story of ORT—the
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training—and its growth and develop-
ment during the first ninety years of its life and service.

Starting with a small group of dedicated men in Czarist Russia in 1880 which
made loans to Jewish artisans for the purchase of tools and equipment, by 1970
ORT was the largest privately-financed vocational training school system in the
world.

In 1970 alone more than 60,000 people attended courses in more than seventy
trades ranging from carpentry and mechanics to automation and computer
techniques. During that same year, 15,500 students—both youth and adults—
were graduated from ORT's 700 schools and training units in 22 countries.

By the Skill of Their Hands tells in detail of ORT's outstanding ability to
adapt to the vocational training needs of people—always stressing the human
aspect of each problem—in the face of rapidly changing technology.


